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GTUDY OF DRDf^CASTIiC TECHNIQUE^ FOR PROMOTING THE EXTENSION QF

' COVERAGE 2ND IMPROVEMENT OF MASS

. ; FIRST PHASE REPORT

The contribution of broadcasting infrastructure to the economy and social

development of developing communities is no more an issue for debate. The

question of relative expense (capital and operational) of sub-systems such as
transmission, pVcrtduction and distribution is of considerable importance in

development planning. For developing countries with scarce resources either

of skill or finance, continuous efforts are called for in the provision of less

expensive and complex sub-system alternatives if they are to establish viable

broadcasting systems with full and effective national coverage physically as

well as in terms of output. "

In the African region of the world, sound broadcasting is the more important

of the two broadcasting media in terms of coverage and utilization. But in

spite of radio's general availability its penetration is still lagging very

much behind the world1s average. In terms of statistics, Africa has only about

3 per cent of the world1s number of transmitters of varying powers and on the

average only about 7 per cent of its population has access to broadcasts from

these urban or near-urban located transmitters- '' Generally, signal distribution
tends to favour the urban dweller and there are very few transmitters and studio

installations catering specifically for the rural areas where the bulk of the

population can be found and where, ironically, the greatest need for the benefits

of communication infrastructure is most evident.

The two constraints to the provision of good broadcast signals on nation

wide basis, using terrestrial transmission systems, are relatively high cost

and lack of skilled manpower. There is evidence of efforts to improve skilled

manpower availability at all levels. The cost (at prevailing market prices)
of terrestrial broadcast engineering systems needed to effect full national

coverage of any average-sized country in the region is however still prohibitive

in relation to the gross national product of the country.

To improve terrestrial broadcasting as a tool-for social and economic

development therefore, two problems in the technical domain call for attention.

These are availability of low—priced receiving facilities and low-cost and

good-signal-delivery systems with nation-wide coverage. The latter problem is

intended to be the principal concern of this study and may be solved hy the

provision of low-cost systems which make use of technology suited to the needs

and circumstances of the countries of the region.

Alternative technology

Sound broadcasting in the region has, in the main, tended to serve urban

communities, largely because the cost of extending good quality service to rural

communities can be prohibitive. These extensions of service can usually be

achieved either by system expansion of the nationally centralized network or

by the provision of technically independent and community-centred system capable
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of being hooked—up to the national system by microwave links or off—the—air-

pick-ups* Of the two modes of service extensions, the former can produce a

less satisfying and effective broadcasting service because it can be largely

urban-oriented and its output unrelated in the main to the needs of the rural

community it purports to serve. Using current technology, extensions of service

coverage by either mode can be prohibitive for most countries of the regions

To provide a contnunity—orientsd service therefore, a relatively low-cost

and viable infrastructure is required. To provide this, using current professional

large-scale systems and technology, has so far proved difficult, if not

impossibleo

The engineering and technology required for the production of broadcasting

equipment need not be as costly as the largely imported ones rrould indicate*

The experience of one or two national broadcasting organizations in the region

in the design and fabrication of sound studio equipment and of the use of less

complex and less costly equipment by community broadcasting institutions in soar-

technologically advanced countries support the vi-w that alternative technology

car* provide loir—cost infrastructure for rural community broadcasting*

The project objective

To find alternative,."low-cost" system to the imported and expensive

broadcast equipment tihich can prove equally expansive to operate and maintain.

Strategy

This is conceived in t**o phases: (l) Ths study of some major sound
broadcasting system currently in use in some countries of th: region, the -

coverage areas in terms of th- national geographical areas and population

achieved by such systems and■■thsir related costs.in capital and operational :

terms; and (2) determining th*. feasibility of and making recommendations on
a lovr-cost system as an alternative to the traditional large-scale technologically

more advanced (and expensive) system currently in use as well as on a national
broadcasting organization uhich can host the fabrication and fi^ld testing of

a suitable loir-cost model system.

Tliio study proj ct is to be completed in a period of 12 months* Annex

I carries the terms of reference.

Field missions ■

Before fild missions to s. number of African countri-Gj discussions on

th:- project irers held Tiith:

(a) ITU, Geneva" The purpose Tras to gather supplementary technical
background information on broadcasting in the African regiq-i which might be of

relevance to the project" ' .. ■
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(b) UNIPO, Vienna to gather supplementary technical background information

on broadcast equipment manufacture5 and

(c) UNESCO, Paris to gather information on recent developments in rural

broadcasting.

The country field mission started on 22 August 1980 with visits to the

countries and interviews with the officials of ths national broadcasting

organizations listed below* ,..,;■ "

1. The Gambia (23 - 23 August)

(a) Mr. S.J. Conaten, Director of Information and Broadcasting

(b) Mr. A»D. Jobe, Chief Engineer, Radio Gambia

2. Ghana (28 August to 8 September)

(a) Col, J. Y. Assasie, Director General, GBC

(b) Mr. G.B. Lamptey, Ag. Director of Engineering, GBC ;

(c) Ur, K. Shang-Simpson, Ag, Deputy Director General

3. Nigeria (8 to 12 September)

(a) Mr. George Bako, Director General, FRCI!

(b) I-ir. V. Cantos, Deputy Director General,FRCI'

4. The United Republic of Cameroon (12 to 19 September)

(a) Mr. Alexandre Kokon—a-Messe, Director, R.D.C.

(b) Mr, Emmanuel Nguiamba, Deputy Director, R.D.C.

(c) Y'lJU Gottlib, Asst. Director, R.D.C.

(d) Hr. Ayongc Aiabroise, Planning Engineer

5. Kenya (19 to 28 September)

(a) Mr. Thiongo, Chief Engineer (Radio)
(b) F-!r. Wan jan, Ag. Director, KUC

6. Ethiopia (4 to 10 October)

(a) Mr^ Gedanu Abraha* Head of Radio

(b) i.'ir» Kebede Gobena, Chief Engirieer, Jiama Ber Station

(c) l^rP Tefere Gebremedhin, Asst, Chief Engineer, Jimma Ber Station

7» Uganda (10 to 18 October)

(a) Ag, Permanent Secretary^ Ministry of Information

(b) Director of Broadcasting

(c) Mr* To Okello, Senior Engineer

8. United Republic of Tanzania (10 to 26 October)

(a) Ur. Ignatius I.fuhutnbira, Chief Engineer

(b) Ur, Stephen Odunga, Senior Engineer (Planning)
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9* Zambia (26 to 31 October) -..-■...>..

(a) Mr. A*E. Phiri, Director General, ZSS
(b) Mr. K.K. Saddi., Ag. Chief Engineer, 2BS
(c) i,ir. C. Xunmenda, Broadcast Engineer, Z3S

10, Malawi (31 October to 3 November)

(a) Mr, P.T.S. ICandiero, Managing Director, MBC
(b) Senior Engineer (Transmitters)
(c) Senior Engineer (studios)

11. The Sudan (l.4 to 21 November)

(a) Mr. Mohamoud Abu Glaziein, Director-General (Radio)
(b) Mr. Ahmed Dafalla Mohammed, Senior Engineer

A visit to Swaziland scheduled to take place from the 7 to 12 November

was subsequently cancelled at the request of the Government of that country.
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THE GAMBIA

(Radio Gambia)

2

The Gambia has an area of 11,295 kni with a population of 584*502 evenly-

distributed along the Gambia River. The country stretches some 350 km eastwards

from the shores of the Atlantic Ocean with the river flowing centrally along

its entire length; the average width of the country is such that no paint

within is more than 30 km from the shores of the river. The widest stretch,

60 km, is its Atlantic shore where Banjul, the capital city, is located near

the confluence of the river. The terrain is flat with the highest elevation

not more than 50 m above mean sea level.

Apart from the western Atlantic coast boundary, the Gambia is completely

surrounded by the Republic of Senegal.

The Gambia's economy, GNP $US 260 per capita, is based on agriculture,

forestry and fishing, the most important product being groundnuts. There is

also a small cotton textile industry.

Infrastructure

Radio Gambia's studios are located 11 km from Banjul, and its two trans"

mitter stations are at 3ontos 45 km east of Banjul, and at Basse, 248 Ion east

of the Bonto transmitter station.

The programme link between the studio centre and the Bonto transmitter

station is provided by a 10 Watt, VHF, Band II, transmitter installed at the

studio centre and its receiver at the Bonto transmitter station; although the

transmitting antennas are directional (eastwards) the signal strength of this

VHF transmission is such that owners of VHF, FM broadcast receivers in and

around Banjul easily pick up the broadcasts.

Base transmitter station picks up off-air transmissions from Bonto for

rebroadcast.

Studios

There are three studios with adjoining studio control cubicles.

The General Purpose Studio measuring about 8.40 m x 4*8 m adjoins a

talks studio with dimensions 4.&0 m x 3 mjthese two studios use a common control

cubicle equipped with;

— One 8-channel audio mixer;

— Two turn tables; and

— Two tape recorders-

The General Purpose Studio has been wired for use of four microphones and

the talks studio two0 It is obvious from this arrangement that only one of

these two studios could be used at any one time.
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The third gtudio, which ie of the same dJHsnoions a/3 the talks studio
is the traneraircion studioj itc control cubicle it, equipped withs

-- Cbs A-eha.r'iei audio mixer j

- Two turn rablesS ?.nd

— Tuo tape record^r.Tj,

The VHF lirk tr-nratters, and programme input equipment, and jackfied
panels for r,<-•■■[■■_ ■ ^nr.d routine of pro/rranmen arc mounted in the master control
room which hxs Ji-e^ior- 5*40 m x 4oOO n approximately. Radio Gambia broad
casts a tofrpl of- IZo ^.ovrs per weeh on two channels, the Home and the General
Serviceo

A 50 m ;.;elf K'tpocrtiHg nast is used as a sunport for the VHF MrJ-c Yagi
antenna^ me iSr of tl- mr,t actc nS support for a dipole antenna used for
monitoring ^ratvri-iicricrj from the Bonto rjjd Basse transmitter stations,

The Sti'.rUo :/-:rcrc h-r, g ?5 .KVA s-J-anrlby die^el generator which takes over
power supplior MtovirXicr.lly m casss of mains electricity supply failureo

Trancniit^ jr n

,A The n^in -:^o:\Tre- cation, Fonto vrhich in 45 km from Banjul, is equipped
witn four, ±0 k-.j -; -ii-i-vrave traiisraittert, working in parallel operations of "
2 x 10 kw; e?ch r--.iv ^r//.^ giving a combined output of 20.kw.

Y^tF °f the t™ Par«Hslled tran^-aiftera are fed to one nast radiator?
Bonto h^p nl,:cct a- -.he western end of the country (28 km from the

bouno^ry a^d 2-J- \r, :Tro;, -ha e.^torn tc-:r.dar«0 the mast radiator- has b~*n -
providee vna , ^st r^'lector located in r;;^h ?. uay as f. beam ths main signal
eantroro^ the. i^,-n->i i>ri_- ^ covor tl-. :.:,::, o^try irith transmis^ionf
irom tr.c :x-,c nv".t^on? Tl.e oer/j that could be achieved with tir'^ ?itenn?

configu^v:,:<:n ia a :i.pal stre^-h of 500 V/lI; 205 fci east of the at^tSoa

durxng ti.-i-l3fh-c 1.ct-3j th? quality of the received signal deteriorates between
170 ion r,n. .M0 ira vro:- -b3 tra.irr.if.ltin3 ~Uficn dun to nighttime fading,

ordji- to co,-.-;- Kie i^olc country -ffectivel-/, a second medium-uave
-.-or- f.:-?.-..xo:: •; ,!i rour I :ch trar.sui-tE.rG having the seme arrangements

as tho^ e-c v>- .-^o st-.tios,, hac been baxlfc ^.t Ba^^e, 24^ km east of Bontoe

The 3ar,r,e tran'-^.Mtur Ktatio- receiver tJvs off-air Enedium-wave. tranontir-aions
from oonto anri roi-'-n^iitc the signals or. different frequencies, Th^ B^se
transimftsr station -r-irtu^.ly solved the problem of the countrywide coverage,
so far as f?vod d-^Ar- reception was concerned, however there still remains an
area of about oDo v-r-, ,75 I:,:1 ^ ._ ^ ^^ ^^ suffers frojn niGht+;ime fadinge
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Transmitter locations, output powers and antennas

Location

Bonto

(28 km east of Banjul)

Basse

(248 km east of Bonto)

Banjul

Estimated cost of maintenance

Output power & type

Two, 2 x 10 kw, m

Two, 2x1 kw, MW

10 Watts, VHF, FM

Bank II

Type of antenna

. Mast Radiator with reflector,

Directional, west to east

Mast Radiator, Non-

directional

Yagi; directional to

Bonto used as programme

link.

The estimated total expenditure for operating and maintaining Radio Gambia's

services works out at $US 220,455*00 per annum. The breakdown is as follows:

(a) Studio maintenance, cost

Replacement of component parts

(b) Transmitter maintenance cost

Replacement of components

(c) Power supplies

(d) Salaries and wages of maintenance jm,d

operational staff

Total

In $US

3,500.00

38,400.00

82,555.00^/

105,000,00^

229,455.00

a/ Because of unavailability of actual figures this computed

based on Radio Gambia's 6,552 hours operation per annum on two channels and

local central electricity tariff of about $US 0.10 per kwh.

b/ Figure based on annual salaries of 30 middle grade and 10 senior

technical officers. Salaries: Middle grade $ 2,500 per annum; Senior technical

30,000 per annum.

Workshop facilities

Radio Gambia's workshop, measuring 3.80 m x 4»20 m is in fact a studio

equipment maintenance workshop; it is not equipped for the fabrication of the

"low-cost broadcast" model equipment envisaged for the project. The station's

one multimeter is always in demand by the control room and the workshop

technical staff. There is also shortage of trained technical staff.
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From discussions with the Permanent Secretary, the Director of Information
and Broadcasting and the Chief Engineer, the Gambia would highly welcome the
establishment of the "Low-Cost Sroadcast System" in the country because it will
solve the organization's difficulties in satisfying the various rural areas by
broadcasting in the various languages spoken in these areas; furthermore project
station will also be used for educational broadcasting and recording of local
programmes. In addition it is hoped that the start of this project will
introduce the use of VHF, FT.1 transmission for country-wide coverage to

supplement the existing medium wave transmitterso

The Permanent Secretary assured the consultant that his Government was

prepared to provide all necessary assistance within its means to make the
project a success should the Gambia be chosen as one of the countries to

host it.



■ . . GHANA

-- ■. The Ghana Broadcasting Corporation (GBC.)

Ghana, with its population of 11,317,000 and covering an area of 2382537
km2 shares international boundary with the Upper Volta to the north,, the Ivory

Coast to the Vbst* and Togo to the oast; th. Atlantic ocean provides the

country:s southern boundary.

Xe southern part of ths country is flat with tropical savannah type of

vegetation which gradually turns to hilly forested area northwards to the

central part of th' country. The hillc range in height from a few hundred

metres to nvarly 1,000 in above sea level* The north rn part of the country is

again flat with subtropical savanna type vegetation*

Ghana's economy (GNP $US 390 per capita) is dependent on cocoap thi
major export, 'though a wide range of agricultural products are producedo There

are also a range of minerals available; the most important are gold? diamonds^

manganese, bauxite, and oil. The main manufacturing industries are dement,

cocoa prod.ucts, food, timber products and vehicle assembly*

Infrastructure

The Ghana Broadcasting Corporation operates rural stations, locally called

"relay stationc" somewhat similar to the broadcast stations envisaged in thi

"Low-Cost Broadcasting Projact"*

■ Thsre are about 52 of th;se stations in all th: nin regions of the

country and in a number of regional districts as well. The main difference

between th" proj -ct's "model station" and the GBC's "rely station" is that
instead of transmitters being use;, to radiate ths'output of the "relay stations"

to radio receivers, there arc* loudspeakers,installed in various houses in. the

towns or villages ifhsre ths stations are; and thsse are connected by overhead

^s through transform "-re to high-poxjer amplifi rs located in the "relay stations"©

The powsr outputs of th.ise amplifiers range from 100 watts to la000 watts

depending on ths size of the towns or"villages and on the number of loudspeakers

the amplifiers would be required to feed*

Hie loucspeak -r cabin t contain'-c no active corapon-nts and so no "lectric-

city or battery supplies ars required for its operations a series of resistors

and a transform -r are used to control and transform th incoming audio lin^

voltage from about 60 volts to P. volts to feed the lourtspcak r» The power output

of the speak'.-r is between 0»5 to 1 :ratt.

The "relay station", as the nam. implies, relays programmes origirated

from the national studio centre in Accra laoet of th - .tim :■«. A broadcast

comnunication receiver connected to a folded c ipolo is usec. in picking up

transmissions from the national short-wave transmitters an-', the received audio
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signals are fed into the high—power audio amplifiers for distribution to the

loudspeakers in the various homes. Apart from relaying of programmes oriented

from the national studios in Accra, locally produced and recorded programmes

from the station's studios may be transported to Accra for nation—wide broadcast

or used as local programmes by playing back through-the "relay station's" ampli*-

fiers into the loudspeakers installed in the various homes..

The G3C is at present finding it difficult and expensive to maintain

these stations because of the. following reasons s '

(a) The poles used in supporting the overhead lines get knocked down by

vehicles resulting in breaks in the lines and occasionally lengths of the cable

are stolenj in birder to avoid long breaks in service as a result of these, the

Corporation

(b) keeps permanent line staff (number depends on extent of line network;

minimum (4) at the "relay stations" with spare line materials to carry out

immediate .repair work nn the lines ,should the need arise;
■ i

(c) recent increase in the salaries and wages' of the station's operational

staff together with those "of the linemen (in fact of all public servants in

Ghana) and the granting of some fringe benefits like housing allowances have

more than doubled the operational cost of the "relay station". It is estimated

that it costs the G3C $US 6»71 per month to keep one loudspeaker operating in

a typical rural area with 200 loudspeaker subscribersj the monthly subscription

fee for a loudspeaker installed in a home (fixed by the State) is $US 1*00;

apparently, the income of t.he rural dweller is such that this difference in

cost cannot be passed on to subscribers.

(d) Finally all the. high-power amplifiers in use at the stations are of

the thermionic valve type1, these are fast becoming obsolete and so have to be

replaced with solid state: amplifiers in order to avoid difficulties in getting

spare parts for them in future. A few of the solid stat? amplifiers tried on

the relay lines lost their output transistors after a couple of weeks in ■

operation due to line mismatch often caused by open or short circuits on the

line- thermionic valves are able to .withstand such a mismatch.

The above problems make the use of low-power 7HF, FI.I transmitters instead

of amplifiers as envisaged in the project, ideal for these stations.

The Ghana Government has given its approval to the use of VHF, FH as the

mode of future national broadcast transmissions, and two VHF, Ff.i stations each

having an output power of 5 bf are under construction in the upper region of

Ghana, This in fact forms part of the Upper Regional Agricultural Project which

is being financed jointly by the World 3ank, the British Government and the

Ghana Government, It is honed that the two radio assembly plants in Ghana

will soon start assembling VHF, FH receivers at reasonable prices to make the

project a success, . . . . .

Apart from the studios attached to the 52 "relay stations" described .

above, all the GEC studios, for both natinnal and external broadcasting, are

located in Accra, the capital city.
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There are two short-wave transmitter stations which transmit the national

programme for nation-wide coverage; one of the two stations is located in Accra,

about 400 m from the G3C studio centre. The second station is at Ejura, about

370 km north of Accra, almostbin the centre of the country. Unlike any of the

countries visited, the GDC does not operate medium-wave transmitters.

The Accra transmitter station is linked to the studio centre by underground

cable while the Ejura station is connected to the studio centre by wideland

micro-wave links of the P ■% T Corporation.

The GBC transmitted its national programme on VHF, FM for about six years

(1967 to 1973) from three transmitters co-sited with the country1 a', three main

TV transmitters at Ajangote (32 km north-east of Accra), Kissi (175 kin west
of Accra) and Jamasi (330 kn north of Accra). All the three transmitters were

linked to the studio centre in Accra by microwave. This service ceased beceeuse

of spare parts problemsj efforts are being made to resuccitate it.

The GBC started' its External Service in 1961. The short-wave transmitters

for this service are four 100 kw and two 250 kw and are respea~tively

at Tema (29 km east of Accra) and at Ejura, same station for the national

short-wave service transmitters. The Tema station is linked to the studio

centre by UHF while Sjura is linked by nicrowave.

Studios.

The GB^ sound studio buildings are in the same compound as its administration

and the national television studio blocks. There are altogether 13 studios

for the national service which operates on two networks5GBC-1 which broadcasts

mainly in the local languages and educational programmes in English GBC-2 is

the main English language network; this network also carried commercial

advertisements in English and in the local languages.

Eight of the 13 studios, five talks studios, two drama studios and one

music studio, are used for the GBC-1 network and the remaining five, four

talks studios and one. drama studio,for G3C-2. The external service has six

studios in numberyall: of which are talks or discussion studios.

Although the three networks, GBC-1, GBC-2 and the External Services,

operate independent of one another, the outputs of their control rooms are wired

to a central national control room, thus making it possible to use any one of

the 19 studios for live broadcast on any or all the three networks. -

Efforts are being made to standardize on the studio equipment in use

in the 19 studios? at present there are three types of this equipments 20-year-

old imported audio mixers still in use, locally fabricated ones and relatively

new (15-year-old) imported ones.

The studio control cubicles equipment are as follows?
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are each

t™r^ri'i958)
Two tape raccrding machines (Ferrograph, I960)

Four GBC 1 r.tudio" ("fun ^ivn j j.
_-_J!£i2* (two talks and two dra.na studios) ar* each equipped with,
One 4-cta^el audio nixer (locally fabricated)
Two tum-vaolcH (Garrad, 1964) '
Two tape recording machines (Ferrograph, 1964)

S52_GSSzk£&diS£) is equipped withi

Two tape recording machines (Ferrograph 1975)

Mroni 1965 audio ni

One 4-channol rudio ini3Kr (llarconi 1065) "
Tiro turn-table (Garrad, I965)

Two tape rc;^rc:i3i^ i^achines (Ferrograph, 1965)

are equi?ped wi

^e 4-^harrel audio mixer (locally fabricated)
Two turn-tables (EF.ZT 1975 or Garrad 1965)
iwo tape x'occding nachines (Studer console 1975 or Ferrograph 1965)

console type AT---* (ioS) t^LT room each channel is equipped with two
TTPe /,.,._ (].„,,) t«pe recoraers with their associated switching

ped? thre- or rO ^ W^n^ n '. f ^ Extemal) are similarly

ana and audxo

^^^^ T announcers studio,
changeover £ i^.^^'SLSLS! ^^^^ ^

-Operation or o^ae^-o^ZZk^Zo^Z^^ *"
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Transmitters

The G3C uses shortwaves for its national broadcast coverage; VHF, FM node

of transmission has .been successfully tried in some parts of the country and

the Corporation hopes to change over to this new mode of\ transmission in future.

Mediur.1 wave has never been tried and it is not likely,rc6mpared with the lower

cost of operation and other advantages of VHF, FJI broadcast, that the GBC will
ever introduce medium—wave broadcast in the country.

Apart from its advantage of countrywide coverage from one or possibly

two tr?.-;..imitter stations, the quality of reception of short-wave transmissions,

immediately outside the vicinity of the transmitter, is poor compared with,

either of the two other modes of transmission, i.e., medium wave and VHF, FM

when used for national broadcast. The GBC national broadcasts thus suffer

from deep fadings of the broadcast signals in certain parts of the country as

well as the existence of skip zones in some parts of the ..country. Some listeners

in Ghana's neighbouring countries report good clear signals whereas listeners

in parts of Ghana, for whom the signals are intended, report not receiving

ths transmissions at all.

Transmitter stationst output power and types of antenna

Output power and type .

20 kW, SW (out of service)Accra

10 ktft SW

10 kWf SW

Ejura

(370 Ian North .of Accra)

(30 kni north-east of Accra)

y ,

(I76 kn west of Accra)

Janiaci . .' .

(330 km north of Ac6ra)

construction

Bolga'iranga

(SCO km north-of Accra),

Han

/80 !:r. *! of Bolgatang»)

10 kWf SW

Three, 2 x 10 kWf SW

2 of 250 kw, SW

4 of 100 kl'J, SW

1. ktf..y." VHE^'^Cqut"of ■ ■

service)

l'kW, VHFr;FM-\(out pf
service).. :- ,,

5 kW, 'VHF, -Fin (out of

service)

, VHF., m

, -VHF, -Fii

Type of antenna

Folded dipoles and

quadrants near veriic?

incidence

Folded dipoles

Vertically stacked

horizontal dipole

^rray, HRS/4/4/h

Non directional

Vertical.''
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The three VHF, FK transmitters at Ajangotc, Zissi and Jamasi covered
about 30 per cent of the country and 40 per cent of the population when in
operation as against 80 per cent of the country and some 90 per cent of the
population covered by the short-wave national transmitters. As statea earlier,
reception of the short-wave national transmission.suffers from ionospherxc
fadings and skip zones exist in some parts of the country whereas the VHF, FM
transmissions gave relatively good and better quality reception when in service,

Estimated cost of maintenance and operation

The annual estimated cost to the GBC for operating and maintaining its
services comes to about $US 1,831,400 including the dost of maintaining the
52 "relay stations" at $US 139,568 per annum. Below is the breakdown:

In. $_U_S

(a) Studio maintenance cost

Replacement of component parts ■■ " 23fo00

(b) Transmitter maintenance cost

Replacement of component parts ■ 506,400

(c) Power supplies 792,198

(d) Salaries and wages of maintenance and

operational stafT 369'6°°

(e) "Relay stations" ..,.13

Total [ i^3

According to the GBC, the three VHF, FM transmitters when in operation
was costing only about $US 12,000.p-r annum to operate, oad .maintain whiiU

the national short-wave transmitters were costing about $US 40,000.

Workshop facilities and the "low cost" broadcast system in Ghana

Apart from studio maintenance workshops, the GBC has a fairly large

workshop (10.6 m x 6 m) for fabricating equipment required for use in new

"relay stations" or in the GBC studios, centrally placed in the workshop is a

bench which is wired for either testing newly fabricated equipment or for
carrying out modification work on old equipment? actual wiring of components

is done on smaller benches at one end of the wall. This central workshop can
easily accommodate up to 15 technicians actively engaged in wiring of new

equipment for testing.

Adjoining this workshop is a machine workshop where sheet metals are cut,

bent or drilled into chassis for various equipment.
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The GBC has adequate test equipment like audio signal generators, test

meters and oscilloscopes to undertake the fabrication and field testing of the

model but the country's present econonry is such that it has become rather

difficult to get certain fabrication materials like resistors, capacitors, etcf

that might be needed locally during the course of fabrication.

The GBC management however expressed the willingness of the Corporation

to play any part it might be called upon to play in the implementation of the

project.; They suggested Mankesim, a market town, 90 km west of Accra, as

possible site for the project; it is hoped that this site will be linked up

with the Accra-based VHF, FM transmitter when it is repaired. In fact, any

of the district "relay stations" can provide a suitable site for field testing

and possible permanent site for the model system.
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NIGERIA

. , '. The Federal Radio Corporation of Nigeria

The Federal Republic of Nigeria is made up of 19 semi-autonomous state?
with a total,population of about 79 million covering an area of 923»7S3 knT.

Nigeria snares international boundaries with the Niger to the north, the
United Republic of Cameroon to the east and Benin to the west; the Atlantic

Ocean forms the southern boundary of the country.

The northern part of the country is generally hilly with areas in the

Bauchi Plateau and around Jos rising to about 1,500 m above sea level. Most
of the southern parts especially around the Niger River are flat lowlands,

thickly forrested. The coastal lowlands are marked with lagoons and creeks

especially around the delta of the Niger River.

Nigeria (GNP $US 560) is one of the major oil producers in Africa; natural

gas is also an important resource. Agriculture is still important and there

is a thriving timber industry in the south, with cattle farming predominant
in the north. Hydroelectric power is produced from the Niger Riverr particularly
the Kainji Dams. The southwest has the most fertile arable land and produces

cocoa, rubber and timber; the southeast is the main area of palm oil production.

Interviews and discussions with the Director-General and the Director of

Technical Services of the Federal Radio Corporation of Nigeria took place on

Monday, 8 September 1980. The consultant was informed during the discussions

that the Director-General anc- a number of the FRCK members of management would
be leaving Nigeria on Friday, 12 September 1980 to attend a Commonwealth

Broadcasting Association Conference opening on Saturday, 13 September 1930 in
Australia and so most of the top executives were away from their offices in

preparation for the travel.

It was gathered from the discussions that sound broadcasting in Nigeria,

formerly the responsibility of the erstwhile Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation,

is now the responsibility of the Federal Radio Corporation of Nigeria (FRCN)
and the 19 state radios in the country.

The FRCN is the official broadcasting organization of the Federal

Government of Nigeria and is also the only organization responsible for nation

wide and external broadcasting in Nigeria, in addition to the external service,

the FRCN has four semi-autonomous zonal stations - FRCIT (Kaduna), FBCN (ibadan),
FRCN (Enugu) and FRCJJ (Lagos). Each zonal station has its own studio-4:ransmitter

complex and is expected to broadcast to the people in the zone it covers, and

in the languages understood by the people in that zone. One of the main

objectives of the FRCII is the promotion of national unity by ensuring balanced

presentation of views from all parts of the country.
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The state radios are under the control of the individual state governments.

Federal regulation forbids the use of transmitters whose radiated field strength
will be in excess of 1 r£V at the state boundary; this in a way forbids the use

of transmitters with more than 10 kw output power by any of the 19 states. The

responsibilities of the state radios are to promote social and cultural activities

within the states and communicate to the people in the states in their various

languages? thus whereas an FTO-I zonal station might be broadcasting three or

four of the various languages of the states that make up the zone, the state
radio is expected to cover all the languages spoken in that particular state,
The atate radio is in fact expected to cater for the rural dweller. With the

imposed limit of 1 millivolt/m at the state boundaries, some states find it
difficult to effectively cover certain areas of poor reception by increasing
transmitter output power; some of these states are considering the use of

low-~power VHF, EM transmitters in their areas of poor reception.

From the above, it becomes clear that the organizations that should be

contacted for information/ according to the consultant's terms of reference

and the objectives of the project, are the 19 state broadcasting corporations-,

. The Ifonaging Director of Lagos State Broadcasting Corporation was contacted
on Wednesday, 10 September 1980 but discussions could not take place as the

Managing Director was preparing to attend a Board Meeting that day. An

appointment was made to meet the next day, 11 September, but this too could '
not come on as the Managing Director could not be contacted*

The consultant had to leave for the United Republic of Cameroon on Friday,
12 -September, without getting the required information on any of the Nigerian
broadcasting organizations.
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THE UIXTED REPUBLIC OF CAI.EROC

^adiodiffusion du Cameroun,(

The United Republic ox Cameroon has a population of 8,248,000 and an area

of 475,442 km2« It is bordered by Chad to the north-east, the Central African

Republic to the west and the Congo and Gabon to the south. Nigeria and the

Atlantic Ocean form the western border.

Apart from the coastal lowlands where 1-it. Cameroon (4,000 ra above sea

level) is located, the whole country is generally mountainous and heavily

forested.

The country's economy(GNP $US 4&0)is based on agriculture, the main export
crops being cocoa and coffee; maize,bananas and yams are also grown; cattle,

sheep and goats are kept in large numbers, and fishing takes place on the

rivers.and the coast. The country's industries include timber, aluminium

refining, chemical roanufacture, furniture and textile making. Large deposits

of gold and bauxite Iiave been found and are just beginning to be exploited.

Although the consultant arrived at Yaounde on Sunday, 14 September 1980,

interviews and discussions with the authorities of Radiod^ffusion du Caraerqun

eould not take place until 10.30 a.n. on Tuesday, 16 September. The RDC

engineer who was assigned to the consultant as a result of the first day1s

interview with the Directorate reported the loss of his uncle on Wednesday,

17 September^ requests,to replace the engineer could not be met due to shortage

of engineers and it was finally decided that the required information on RDC

should be mailed to the consultant later. Because of the above, the consultant

was not shown round RDC's studios and other installations.

This report is therefore based on the interviews and discussions with the

authorities of the R3C and on the information received later on by post from

the RDC.

The authorities of the Radiodiffusion du Cameroun showed keen interest in

the "Low Cost Broadcasting Project" because they found the project a possible

solution to their problem of having to cater for over 60 local languages in

their national broadcast programmes. At present this problem has been partly

solved by the establishment of semi-autonoinous broadcasting stations in the

country's seven main provinces; these provincial broadcast stations are located

at Yaounde, the capital city, Buea? Douala, Garoua, Bertoua, Bafoussa^i and

Bamenda. In addition to the transmissions from these provincial stations,

the whole country is covered by transmissions from the national short—wave

transmitters located at Yaounde. The transmitters for the South-Central

Province are also located at Yaounde.
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Infrastructure

A new broadcasting headquarters at Yaounde houses the studios of the

National Service; in all there a^e uine studios - two music/drama studios and

seven talks studio. The Yaounde based South-Central Provincial Station has

five studios; those at Garoua (Northern Province), Bertoua (Eastern Province)
and Bafoussam (North-West) has three studios each? Buea (South-West) and Douala
(Coastal Province) have two studios each.

All the provincial stations are required to relay the hourly news in

English and French and> some special national programmes as and when requested

by headquarters, otherwise these stations broadcast programme originating

from their studios and in the principal languages spoken in the provinces.

The RDC, Yaoundef broadcasts programmes in only French and English on

the National Service for the whole country. To increase its coverage area

and also as a means of catering.for the many languages, the RDG uses, a "mobile

broadcast station" equipped with a low-power, 250 watt SW transmitter; this

"mobile station" is sent to rural *reas during their annual festivals or during

important local activities for recordings, relaying of news from the Hational

Service in addition to broadcasting in the languages spoken in the area.

Studios

(No information on studio equipment)

Transmitters

The RDC uses both medium and short-vave transmission for its national

coverage. Apart from two provincial transmitter stations (Douala and Baraenda),

all the other stations have both short-wave and medium-wave transmitters

transmitting simultaneously. This is to ensure reception outside the radius
of coverage of the niediuir—wave transmitters..

Yaounde and Douala transmit on VHF, FM from 50-watt transmitters for
residents in and around the two towns.

As ertated earlier there ie a "mobile stations" used in recording and

broadcasting activities taking place in rural areas is equipped with a 250-watt
short-wave transmitter.

Transmitter stations, output powers and types of antenna

^Ppffii0!1, Output power and type Antenna

Yaounde 2 of 100 kw, SW (national Dipole non-directional
(South-Central Province) service)

20 kw, MW (national service) Radiating mast.
Non-directional .

100 Kw, SW (external service) Vertically stadk,

horizontal Dipole

array. Directional
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Location

Yaounde

Buea (260 km west of

Yaounde -South—West

Province j

Doivsla. (200 Ion west of

Yaounde Coastal Province)

G:iroua (520 km north of

Yao'or_da .Northern Province)

Eerfcoua (240 km .east of

Yaounde Eastern Province)

Bafcussam (200 km, north .

■■reat of Yaounde)
(North—West Province)

km(

cf Yaounde)
(■]o!-t1 —Uer-i' Province)

Output power and type

2 of 30 kw, SW (provincial

servica)

2 of x 5 kw, TJSW

2 of 4 kw, SW

1 kw, r.W

50 watts* VHF, FM

(local)

antenna

Dipole non-directional

Yagi

2x4 kw, SW (provincial ser.) Dipole non-directional

4 kw, SW

2x5 kw, MW (provincial ser.) 'T1 antenna non-

50 watts VHF, FL': (local) directioral

2 of 100 kw SW (provincial
service)

2 of 4 kw, SW

20 kw, im

1 kw, I1W "

2 of 20 kwf SW

20 kw, -I.W

2 of 20 lew, SW

20 lew, Iffi

2 of 1 kw,

I/i6b>.la ctation^s transmitter, output

poorerf 250 watts, short-wave?

nipole-bi-directions.1

Bi-directicnal dipole

Bi-directional -dipcl-3

Mon—directional mast

radiator,

fT' antenna

Dipole non-directional

1T' antenna

Dipolej non-direction^'1

fTr antenna

'T1 Antenna

nori—directional

Outp^it

Bi-directional; Dipole

coat maintenance and operation

... ,.Although the RDC has stated, 15O,o6o,ObO" CFA francs ($US 7^9,470) per annum
as t^e coot of maintaining the above service.(excluding staff salaries), it is
felt that this figure is on the low side; the cost of maintaining the Gambia's

instE-Xlation of three studios and two transmitter stations (total output power
44 £w) excluding staff salaries is $US 374,695 yet the Gambia's total insts.1-

l^t^oriG are less than one-tenth that of the F.DC.

l?stim*frea based on the RDGfs 27 studios and 469 kw daily total transmitter

pcwor.dutput and 4284 transmission hours gave the following figures as the

arsy-V^L e:roers.diture I
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JnJfcUS

(a) Studio maintenance cost

Replacement of component parts 25?000

05) Transmitter maintenance cost

Replacement of component parts . 473*000

(c) Cost of power: supplies 744*000

(d) Salaries and wages of maintenance and

operational staff .

Total 1,485,000

Workshop facilities and the "Low-Cost Broadcast System" in the United

Republic of Cameroon .

The RDC has adequate workshop facilities to undertake fabrication work

involving audio test. Instruments like signal generators, frequency meters

and multimeters are available | there are not enough test instruments in the

VHF range since the RDC has only recently started using VHF for transmission.

It hopes however to acquire more VHF test instruments shortly since it has ,

been planned to establish more VHF, FK broadcast stations in the districts.

The technicians are not familiar with wiring printed circuit boards but this

should not pose any major problem should the United Republic of Cameroon be selector

ac a host country.

The "Low-Cost Sound Broadcasting Project" is in line with the thinking

of the RDC in its plan to establish a number of low-power VHF, FM broadcast

stations in the districts? apart from relaying the national news and other

special programmes from the national service, these stations will broadcast

programmes on agriculture, education and health in the local languages. At

present it is planned to acquire two more of the "mobile stations" to be used

for these extension work until the fixed district stations come into operation.

With the successful operation of the 50 watt VHF, FM stations at Yaounde

and Douala, it is the intention of the RDC to co—site more powerful VHF, FM

transmitters with the television transmitters in the proposed counrry-^wide

television network, "In this way we hope to improve the quality of reception

of our programmes which are currently being broadcast through our AM transmission

network" wrote the Director in his letter dated 18 October 1980.
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KENYA

The Voice of Kenya VOlr

The East African State of Kenya lies between Ethiopia and the United

Republic of Tanzania to the north and south respectively; it shares its western

border with Uganda and about 70 p^r cent'of its eastern border with Somalia; the

Indian Ocean forms the remaining 30 per cent of the country's eastern border.

2
The country covers an area of about 582,644 km. with a population of

15*320,000, It is generally mountainous with Uairobi, the capital city lying

some 1,500 m above sea levels about 65 per cent of the country is more than

1000 m above sea level, the remaining 35 per cent lowlands are in the Sun plains

near the border with Somalia and in the Ngangerabili plains near the shores

of the Indian Ocean, The highlands are dotted with lakes and mountains; Lake

Rudolf, the largest lake has its northern shores along the Ethiopian border; .

the border line with Uganda crosses the western tip of Lake Victoria. The

highest mountain is Mount Kenya, about 5?20O"m high.

Kenya's GMP is $US 360 and its main exports are coffee, tea, cement, meat,

meat products and pyrethrum; its mineral resources are copper, gold and gypsum.

Tourismj . one of the major economic activities in Kenya, has aleo brought

much of the fame that the country enjoys internationally., other industries

are vehicle assembling, textiles and plastics»

The consultant arrived in Kenya on 22 September 1930 when most of the

top executives of the Voice of Kenya were away attending a conference in

Australia; it tnerefore became difficult to arrange any meaningful programme

of visits in connexion with the mission. Discussions also suffered due to the

absence of these top executives.

This report is therefore mainly on VOK transmitters (no visits to trans

mitters stations) and on a brief visit to the Kenya Institute of Mass Communication
(KIMG).

Infrastructure

The headquarters and studio centre (radio and television)of the VOK are

housed in the same building, located about 2 Ian from the centre of Nairobi. The

national transmitters which are shortwave, medium-wave and VHF, FT.l are located

mainly in the southern parts of the country.

The northern part of the country is served mainly by the short-wave trans

mitters located near Nairobi and also by night-time propagated medium—wave

signals from the Nairobi-located medium-wave transmitters.

There are extensive VOK programme links covering all the important towns

in the country and that is virtually the whole country.
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These links enable local programmes from different parts of the country

to be piped down to the studio centre in,Nairobi either for recording or live

broadcast- ,

There are plans to extend the VKF, FM service to cover the whole country

within the next five years. With the already existence of good country-wide

programme link such an extension should not present too many difficulties.

Transmitters

The VOK's three main programme channels'- the; National Service, the General
Service and the Central Vernacular Service are at present being radiated from

four transmitter stations, two (medium «nd short wave) near Nairobi and from
another two medium-wave;stations near Kisumu and Mombasa. The power output oftho

transmitters range from 10 kw to 100 kw and there are plans to upgrade the power outputs

of some of the lower power transmitter stations, and also put up new stations.

Transmitters

Location

Ngong (near Nairobi)

Nairobi

Nandi Hills (near Kisumu)

Nyali (near Mombasa)

Output power and type

10 kw, MW, National service

100 kw, MM, General service

100 kw, sW, Rational service
10 kw, SH, General.service

10 kw, SW, General Vernacular

20 kw, MW, National service

20 kw, MW, General service

20 kw, MW, National service

Antenna

Mast radiator non-

directional
t» ii ii

Dipole „

Mast radiator, non-

directional

20 kw, 1-W, General service

Proposed new medium—wave stations

Location

Kisumu

(250 km west of Nairobi)

Meru (165 km NE :of Nairobi)

Voi (300 km SE of Nairobi)

Garissa (330 km NE of

Nairobi)

Nyeri (90 km north of
Nairobi)

Nakuru (135 kra'Nft of
Nairobi)

Output power and type Antenna

100

100

100

100

100

100

40

40

40

40

40

40

kw, HW, National service Mast radiator non-

...^ . directional

kw, L'lW, General service " " "

kw, MW, National service " -

kw, 'Mt General service ""

kw, MW, National service "

kw, MW, General service "

kw, MW, General service "

kw, MW, General service "

kw, MW, National service "

kw, MW, General Service "

kw., imf National service ." .

kw, MW, National service "

It

II

II

(1

II

II

If

It

II

II

II

II

It

II '

It

It

tl
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New VHFt FlU Stations-Immediate

Location Output power and type Antenna

Nairobi (Hillcrest) 10 kw^ YJF, Nat. & Gen. Ser. Non-directional
Tiraboroa (near Kisurau) 10 kw; VHF, " " " " "
Nyeri (90 km north of Nairobi) 10 kw^- VHF, " " "

"

Projected plana^ ^J^pgngjon Of transmitter network

The VOK has divided its transmitter (VHF, FM) network expansion programme
into two phases. During phase I, 19 ne*L stations in addition to the three

listed above will be constructed; these stations are to be located in all

regions of the country, They will be sited in towns like Morale near the

northern border with Ethiopia and Elazeras near the southern border with the

United Republic of Tanzania.

Phase II will complete the desired nation—wide coverage envisaged with the

construction of eight additional stations, Looationo will include towns like

Handera, near the north-east border wijHi Somalia and Lokichokio near the north

western border with the Sudan.

Present and future national coveraggy-

The population distribution of Kenya is such that although its medium-^wave

transmitters in operation at present «©ver only some 20 per cent of the country,

about 50 per cent of the population is adequately covered. With the commissioning

of the six new medium—ware transmitters about 50 per cent of the country and

70 per cent of the population should j*eeeive good signals from medium—wave
transmitters.

The proposed three 10 kw, VHF, FM transmitters will definitely give good

quality 24-hour service within most of the areas at present being covered by

medium—wave transmission.

Completion of the national VHF, FM coverage programme, Phase I and-II,will

not only provide 90 per cent broadcast-coverage for the country but also ensure

good quality signals to listeners at all hours of broadcast.

Estimated nost of maintenance and operation

Based on the transmitters in use at present and with 18 transmission

hours a day for the National Service, 12 for the General Service and eight

for the Central Vernacular programme,..it is estimated that the VOK spends at

least $US l?2O4rOOO per annum to operate and maintain its transmitters and

studios complex (assumes a minimum of three studios in use simultaneously for
the three services).

The breakdown is as follows: In $US

(a) Cost of power supplies (mainly transmitters 673,980
(b) Maintenanoe oost (transmitters and studios) 273,000

(replacement of component parts)
(c) Salaries and wages of maintenance and operational

staff 252,000
Total
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Cost of personnel and administrative services have not been included.

Workshop facilities and.,;the "Low Cost Broadcast Pt^^><-" in Kenya

The VOE workshop is nminly for the maintenance of its studio e
The ^rkahop is very well equipped for this naintena** work with

There is no workshop for purely fabrication work. The VCK is of the
r tfc eTCnlf " had °«. tl— would be no technical staff to ^

r*trained technical
s a department under the Kin'

5-5-

The technical training facilities of the Institute include
a number of

and ^ ^
car^ntrT

testing of electronic equipraent,
^ere are also facilities formal

Future plans

he V°EiS

The three 10

on a country-wide broadcast

P-sent

-
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.- Technically, the VCC is interested in the "Lo'7 Coot Sound Broadcasting

Project" because the project uses VHF, FK as its mode of transmission and also

it appears to fall_in line with the organization's plans-to build a number of

VHF, Fi.'l stations in various parts of the country8

The town of Malindi (about 100 lo. north of Ilombaaa), noted for its fishing

industry» has been suggested as a possible site for the project but the final

choice, according to the VOK, rests with the Kenya Government.
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TTHIOPIA ■ "

Voice of Revolutionary Ethiopia TORE)

2
Ethiopia covers an area of 1,221,900 km with a population of

30,420,000.

The country is bordered by the Sudan to the west, Somalia and Kenya to

the east and south respectively,with the Red Sea forming the country's northern
boundary,

Ethiopia is generally mountainous with peaks rising to some 5,000 m above

sea level; the capital city, Addis Ababa, is about 2,500 m above sea level.

Annual rainfall is between 100 ran and 150 ana in the highlands reducing to

about 35 cm in the lowland areas near the borders with the Sudan and Somalia.

Livestock and crop fanning fonn the basis of the country's economy; the
GNP is $US 120 and the main exports are coffee, hides and skins.

Infrastructure

The Voice of Revolutionary Ethiopia (VORE) comprises what was before the

country's 1976 revolution, the Radio Voice of the Gospel international broad
casting station and the country's own national broadcasting station.

The VORE's studios are.therefore not housed in one central block as

obtains in most of the African broadcasting organizations Visited.

Two of the three studio centres are sited on different locations in Addis
Ababa and the third, the former Radio Voice of the Gospel's main studio centre,
is located about 10 Ion from Addis Ababa.

The VORE has four transmitter stations, one short-wave station located

about 40 km outside Addis Ababa, and another short/mediura-^wave station about
10 km farther away from the first one; and two regional transmitter stations
located at Asmara, in the northern region and at Harrar in the eastern region.

The former-Radio Voice of the Gospel studio centre (known as Jimma Ber
studio) is linked with the kilometre-forty short-wave transmitter station
(known as Gedja Jewe transmitter station) by VHF, while the bigger of the two
Addis Ababa-Abased' studio centres (the National Studios) is linked by P & T VHF

link to both the Gedja Jewe transmitter station and the nearby short/medium-wave
transmitter station (known as the Gedja Derra transmitter station)o

The other Addis Ababa-based studio centre, the east studio centre, is used
for production only.

The m transmitters at Asmara and Harrar are connected by P & T microwave
link to the national studio centre in Addis Ababa. There are studio facilitie
at these two stations.
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Studios

The Jimma Ber studios, are housed in the former Radio Voice of the Gospel
administration block, 10 km outside Addis Ababa.

There are six main studiost one drama, one music and four talks studios
with associated control cubicles and a raster control room. The studios are
so arranged that the drama studio shares the same control cubxcle w,ith one of
the talks studio, the music studio also shares a control cubicle with a talks
studio while the remaining two talks studios have separate control cubxcles.
The music and drama studio control cubicles equipment are the same, i.e.

One 10-channel mixer;

Three tape recorders (Ampex Console Type)? and

Two turntables.

Each of the remaining two talks studios1 control cubicles is equipped

with:

One 8-channel mixer?

Two tape recorders (Arapex Console Type); and
Two turntables.

The master control room houses the jackfied panels for the studio outputs
as well as the source selection and routing switches, the programme lunk
equipment to the transmitter station and the centre's radio telephone equipment

are also housed in the control room.

The national studio centre is in Addis Ababa. The centre is linked by
VHF to both the Gedja Jewe short-wave transmitter Station and the Gedja Derra
short/medium-wave transmitter station through the Telecommunication Department

■ network.

There are in all six studios each having its own control cubicle with:

One 8-channel mixer; .

Two tape recorders (table nodels); and
Two turntables.

The outputs of the six studios terminate in the control room from where

programmes are routed to the four transmitters in the country.

Although almost.all. the"studio equipment in use at the Centre appear to

be 15 to 20 years old, it could be observed that every effort is being made to

keep them operating as efficiently as could be managed.

The east studio is used as a production studio centre for both the national
studio centre and the Jimma Ber studios. . It has three discussions studios
equipped with recording and editing facilities, the studios are not linked
directly by programme lines with the other two studios (Jimma Ber arid the
national studios),recorde .materials, on tape are^sent by hand to the national
and the Jimma Ber studios for broadcasting. . .
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Each of the three discussion studios is equipped with:

One 8~channel. raixerf and

Two tape recorders (Ampex table model)

Tape editing is done in one room adjoining the studios

The location of the east studio, almost in the centre of the city, makes

it ideal for interviewing important personalities that happen to be in the city.

Transmitters

The VORE operates two services, the National and the International

Services.

The National Service broadcasts daily programmes in four local languages

and English on both short and medium wave.

The International Service is on short wave but medium-wave transmitters

are used for broadcasting to neighbouring countries like Somalia and the Sudan.

...The Gedja Jewe. short—wave transmitter; station is the oldest of the VORE

transmitter stations although the station has been in operation since

the two 100-kw transmitters are surprisingly still in good operational

condition with a fairly good stock of essential spare parts at the station.

Originally designed for 24—hour service, Gedja Jewe's operations have

at present been reduced to six hours daily broadcast in the external service

and about the same period broadcasting in the national service.

The Gedja Derra station is newer (built in 1971/• The station houses
both short—wave (lOO kw) and medium—wave (lQO kw) transmitters; it uses

quadrants and rotatablo log periodic antennas for the short-wave transmission

and mast radiator.for the medium wave.

The VORE has embarked on regionalization of its studios and transmitters.

One 100-kw medium—wave station with studio facilities has been put up at Harrar

in the eastern region and the 1-kw :nedium-wave station at Asmara has been

upgraded to 50 kw and studio facilities have been added.

In all the VORE broadcasts a total of 152 hours, 30 minutes a week on both

the National And International Services from the under-mentioned transmitters.

Location of transmitters

Addis Ababa (Gedja Jewe)

Derra)

Power output

100 kw, SW, (Exfc)

100 kw, SW, (Nat)

100 kw, SW, (Nat)

SK,

MW,

(Ext)
(Nat)

100 kw,

100 kw,

2 of 10 kw, S

(not in use
2 of 1 kw, MW

(not in use)

Antenna

Horizontal Dipole

Array, HRS 4/4
Quadrant

Quadrant

Log periodic (rotatable)
I.iast radiator

Folded Dipole
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Location of transmitters Power output Antenna

Addis Ababa (jimma Ber) 1 kw, I.W (llat) 'T1 Antenna
Harrar (eastern region) 100 kw, LItf (Hat) Hast radiator
Asmara (northern region) 50 kw, MW (Nat) : Mast radiator

1 kw, HW (Hat,

■ standby) : 'T1 Antenna

There are plans to put up medium—wave stations of 100 kw output power

with studio facilities at each of the following places;

Dessie in the north-eastern region,

Arba Iiinch in the southern region,

Metu in the western region.

Baher Dar in the •-western region, and

El Kerre in the southern region.

Estimated cost of maintenance and operation

With actual transmitting hours of 112.5 per week for its National Service

and 42 hours per week for its External Service using both abort- and medium-

wave transmitters for the National Service and only short-wave transmitters for

the External Service, it is estimated that the VORE spends $US 1,010,000 pei»

year to operate and t^aintain its transmitter and studio complex.

The breakdown is as follows! ■ In $US

(a) Cost of power supplies 370,000 .
(b) Transmitter spares 300,000
(c). High power, transmitter antenna spares •• 50,000
(d) Studio equipment spares 80,000
(e) Salaries and wages of-transmitter and

studio operational staff 210,000

Total 1,010.000

The high cost of antenna maintenance is due to the fact that the short

wave curtain arrays at the Jimma Ber station are not fully used and so,

according to the station Chief Engineer, the insulators and mast guy ropes

damage quicker than when they were being usedalmost 24 hours a day.

Workshop facilities and the TLpv Cost Broadcast Project" in Ethiopia

There is a fairly large workshop (2.5 m x 7 m) at the national studio

centre for servicing faulty studio equipment. The workshop gives the impression

of being a very busy one considering the number of broken-down equipment on

benches awaiting repairs. Although the consultant was not shown the test

instruments available for the workshop, a couple of audio signal generators being

used at the time of the visit appeared old, near obsolete valve types which

would not prove accurate enough for solid state electronics work. Moreover the

ventilation in the workshop itself needs to be improved upon.
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The two workshops at the Jimma Ber studios, on the other hand, should

prove ideal for any electronics fabrication work. Each measuring about 3 ra by

5 mm the workshops hararattacfaed to-each of. tJiun a store containing hsnd tools and
various electronics components. In addition there is a central store housing

fairly modern test instruments like Hewlett-Packard electronic voltmeters,
oscilloscopes of various sensitivities, etc. Some of the test instruments,

according to information received, were ordered in "kit form" and built at the

station. Although the present working conditions of these test instruments were

not made known to the consultant there could not have been anything seriously
wrong with them.

It is being recommended that Jinma Ber be used for the fabrication of the

"Low^Cost Broadcasting" studio equipment should Ethiopia be considered as host
country.

Reaction of VORE to the ?Low Cost Broadcasting Project"

The VORE welcomed the project, especially the rural educational aspect of

the programme; the Government has embarked on a country-wide literacy drive,
and a rural broadcasting station like the one the project aims at will be of

great assistance to the State. They however feel that it. might be difficult

to cover some selected areas adequately with VHF, Fl! transmission because
of the mountainous nature of the country*
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UGANDA

The Uganda, 3roadcasting Corporation (UBC)

Land-locked Uganda is bordered by the Sudan and the United Republic of
Tanzania to the north and south.respectively, by Zaire to the west and Kenya

aW TS±* The countr>r is generally flat (on the average between 300 and
V\S ^inT* ieTfl) Wlth a tr°Plcal sa™»na type of vegetation; its population
is ljj^4,9OO and it covers an area of 236,036 kit'.

The nain exports are coffee, tea, cotton, hides and skins; copper and alloys
^unwrought; are mined on a limited scale.

Uganda has a »IP of $CJS 280 and its main imports are fuel and lubricants,
manufactured goods, machinery and transport equipraent".

Infrastructure

The Uganda Broadcasting Corporation's 10 transmission and 13 recording
studios are housed in a siodern six-story radio programme production block located
juct outside the commercial area of Kampala. All the radio production and some
of the engineering and technical staff have their offices in this block. The
Director of Broadcasting, the Director of Engineering and other too executives
u tnef_^rP°ratlon are ** the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting buildings

about 500 m away fror.i the radio production block.

The UBC uses mainly medium-wave transmitters for its national broadcast.
There is one short-wave transmitter station (20 IOT) near Kampala, the Capital
city, being used in addition to the mediun-wave transmitters for national coverage

There are altogether aine transmitter stations including the UBC's high-
power external short-wave transmitter station at Goroti, about 200 kn northeast
of Kampala. Two of the eight national transmitter stations, the Bugolobi short/
radium-wave station and the Kibira Road mediun-wave station, are located near
«anpala; the remaining six, all medium-ware stations are located in various

T^u ^J^ ST1tlY* These stations are either linked by P & T microwave or
by the UBC's VHF and UHF links to the studio centre in Kampala.

+h 1Q^ UB° ^V? Put back on the air the Gilgili Station, destroyed during
the 1978 war, and build three more 50-kw medium-wave stations at Kangole (320
%^ St °f XamPala)» Hoi^ (190 ta, northwest of Ka:npala) and Hukunya
(230 Icn west of Kampala).

Studios

The^UBC s Kampala studio centre consists of 10 transmission studios and
13 recoraing studios. The transmission studios are of the same dimension
U.J n x 4=e. m) and their adjoining control cubicles are similarly equipped.
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Originally there were only five transmission studios but prior to the 1976

African Heads of State and Government conference in Kampala, it became necessary

to increase the number of studios to make it possible for as many as 10 programmes

to be broadcast from the centre at any time.

Seven of the 13 recording studios are of the same dimensions as the

transmission studios; the other six are larger (5.5 m x 7.8 m) and are meant

for drama or music production* Only one of the six larger studios is equipped
for production work.

Transmission studio equipment

One 4-channel mixer?

Two turntables; and

Two tape recorders (tale models)o

Recording studio equipment

One 8-channel mixer;

Two turntables; and

Two tape recorders (table model).

All the larger drama or music studio are supposed to have similar studio

equipment as the other recording studios, but as stated earlier only one was
so equipped at the time of visit.

All the transmitter stations, except the two near Kampalaf i.e.,Bugolobi

and Kibira Road, have emergency studios attached to them; each transmitter station
studio is equipped with a four-channel mixer and one turntable.

There is one control room for both the National and the External Services.

The outputs from the transmission studios and the inputs to the radio links

feeding the various transmitters are terminated on jackfield panels mounted on

equipment racks; programme routing is done by interconnecting the appropriate
jackfield sockets.

At the time of the visit, the Kampala studio centre was in a rather poor

state. Equipment were lying around studio floors with parts like transformers

removed; in one or two studios loudspeakers had been removed from their cabinets|

the station staff attributed all this to the 1978 warj funds had not been

available for replacement, they said. The only drama/music which had been equipped

for broadcasting could not be used because of poor air conditioning. The most

pathetic sight was the control room - equipment wiring had not been completed

since 1975, when the equipment were delivered, because of lack of instruction
manuals and interconnecting cables.

Transmitters

The U3C broadcasts a total of 110 hours per week? the programme is fed by

a 20 watt VHF (Band II) transmitter as well as landline to the two transmitter
stations near Kampala and by VHF and P & T microwave link to the other trans
mitters in the country.
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Below are the locations of the transmitters their power output and the
antenna system in use*

L°CatiOn Power output Antenna system

Kampala (Bugolobi) 2 of 7.5 kw, SW Dipole, non^irectional
20 kw, SW Log periodic

1 kw, Mtf 'T1 antenna

10 kw'm

tan, SW of

ta » of 10° k"' ™ ffaSt radiat°r' "on^irectional

north of

ta east of

(95 NE of

Kampala) 2 kwf HW »T' antenna
Soroti (190 km NE of antenna

Kampala) 2of 250 kwfilW Dipole array H&S 4/4

The transmitter station at Gilgili was destroyed during the 1978 war. At
the txme of rxsit the ICabale station was off the air becausJ of lack of central
electricity supply (niiins L.T. transformer stolen). ' central

The UBC hopes to rebuild Gilgili station in the shortest possible time,
and replace the 2 kw iffi transmitter at Mbale with a 10 lew £|K transmitter!
The undermentioned new stations will also be built within the next five^

Kangole (320 km HE of Kampala 50 kw, MW Hast radiator
Hoima (190 km NW of Kas^ala) 50 kw, HW
Mukunya (230 km, W of Kampala) 50 kw, MH

t^nsmxtter stations were such that they did no^ fall within

?rs Lar:rs- Hhe ftanding p011^now is th^the ^««»^ p
the use of P ^'fJT^1* Pr°8ranme "° that 3l1 ™°'' P™*Cts wrne use of P & T facilities are catered for in the P & T's programme.
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Estimated cost of maintenance and operation

The following estimates are based on the use of three out of the 10
transmission studios and four out of the 13 recording studios throughout the

year? and assumes all transmitter stations fully operational throughout the

yeart

On the above basis, it is estimated that the UBC spends about $US 1,350,000

annually in operating and maintaining its network. This amount reduces to

about $US 1,273,000 if the damaged Gilgili station (10 kw) and the Kabale
station (100 kw) are left out. The annual breakdown is as follows!

In $US

758,473
(with Kabale and Gilgili off air)

381,200

(333,600 with Kabale and

Gilgili off air)

15,000

354,000

Cost of power supplies

Cost of transmitter spares

Cost of studio spares

Salaries and wages of operational

staff

Workshop facilities and reaction to the project

There is a workshop attached to the production block but it is without

tools and test equipment; the place looked as if it was once well equipped but

had lost almost all the valuable tools and equipment during the war. Obviously

the UBCfs workshop facilities at the time of Visit were such that the

Corporation could not host the fabrication of the projects broadcast equipment.

The executives of the Uganda Ministry of Information and Broadcasting

showed keen interest in the project and provisionally selected the towns of
Masindi and Hoima, important cattle-rearing areas in the western region, as

possible locations for the project. VHF, FM transmission for national

broadcast is being seriously considered in Uganda as an alternative to medium

wave which has proved expensive to operate and maintain. The Ministry's

concern is how to introduce the FM receivers to the general public should a

firm decision be taken to start this new mode of transmission.
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THE UNITED PJIPUBLIC OF TANZANIA

The Tanzania Broadcasting Service

The United Republic of Tanzania is bordered by Uganda and Kenya to the

north, Zaire to the west and Zambia and Malawi to the south. The Indian Ocean

forms the eastern border of the country,

2
Tanzania has a population of 17,982,000 and. covers an area of 945*087 km ,

most of which are undifferentiated highlands; Mount Kilimanjaro, the highest

mountain in Africa; is situated a few kilometres from the country's northern

border with Kenya,

Tanzania has a Q!P of- $U5 230. The main exports are coffeer cotton,

diamonds; sisal, cloves and cashewnuts0 In addition to diamonds, minerals such

as gold? tin? iron ore and coal are mined in commercial quantities. Holiday

tourism also contributes a substantial amount to the foreign earnings of the

country•

Infrastructure

Radio Tanzania's broadcast studios and control rooms are housed in

the Tanzania Broadcasting Services headquarters located in the industrial

area of Dar-es-Salaam, the capital city. There are eight studios in all,

including one drama/music studio j each of the seven talks/discussion studios
measures 4-5 m x 4 ra and the drama/music studio measures about 7.3 m x 11 mo

There are three broadcast channels: the National Service, the Commercial

Service and the External Service? these services are radiated by the organization's

six transmitter stations^ Three of these stations are located near Dar-es-Salaam

these are Pagu Road station- Mabibo station and Kunduchi station, and the other

three are at Mbeya, Arusha and Mwanza.

There are plans to build three more stations at Dodoma, Kigoma and

Machingwea.

Two of the three transmitter stations near Dar—es—Salaam, Pu^u-Road (500 m
from the studio centre) and Mabibo (5 kin from the studio centre) are linked to
the studio centre by both underground cable and VHF Band II broadcast trans

missions from the studio centre. The third Dar-es-Salaam-based station, Kunduchi

(15 km away), is at present linked by only the VHF, Band II transmissions. The

other three transmitter stations in the country are linked to the studio centre

by P & T microwave.

Studios

One of the eight stu^os is used for commercial broadcasting, three for

the National Service and the other three for the External Service; as stated

earlier the eighCi is a drama/music stvuli« -oed by all the three services.
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The Commerdial Servicei studio is equipped with:

One 5-channel niixer;

Four turntables? and

Three tape recorders*

The National Service studio cubicle is equipped withs

One 5-ckannel mixer;

Two. turntables; and

Two.tape recorders. .

The External Service studio cubicle is equipped with:

One 8-channel mixer;

' Turn tables; and

Three tape recorders '

The drama/music studio is equipped with:

One 12-channel mixer;

Two tape recorders; and

Two turntables. . -

The outputs, from all the studios are routed to the one control room

serving .all the three services. The studio outputs terminate on jackfield

sockets, appropriately labelled ar*l mounted on equipment racks in the control

room. Also mounted on the racks are other jackfield sockets to which in-coming

lines from various outside broadcast venues are connected. From here the

programriies are routed to the appropriate transmitters through the microwave

link terminals and to the 50-watt VHF, FM transmitters housed in a different

room adjoining the control roon,

Transmitters

Radio Tanzania's transmitters used for the National Service are located

in or near densely- populated areas. The output powers of the transmitters are

such that they cover as much of the populated areas as possible. The stations

are not meant to cover large areas of the country with a view to just achieving

100 per cent country—wide coverage; the reason for this is that large areas

of the country are marshy and uninhabitable, e.g., the west-central parts. Also

there are large game parks in the country.

Location of transmitters, output powers and antenna systems

Location

Bar-es~Salaan (Pugu Road)

Dar-es—Salaam (ijlabibo)

Dar-es—Salaam (Kunduchi)

Output power

2 of 10 kw, SW

10 kw, MW

2 of 1,25 kw, MK

4 of 50 kw, SW

10 kw, IW

100 kw, MW

Antenna

Dipole

fTf antenna
ii H

Dipole array HRS 4/4
'T! antenna.

Mast radiator
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Location Output power Antenna -

Mbeya (650 km west of

Dar-es-Salaam) 50 kw, MW I/last radiator

Arusha (460 km north of 50 kw, MW " "

Dar-es-Salaam) 10 kw, Iffl " ltc
Mwanza (820 ten northwest 50 kwm Mff «.»....

of Dar-es-Salaam)

The 10 kw, MW, transmitters listed under Pugu Road and Mabibo stations

(both near Dar-es-Salaam) were nearing commissioning at the time of visit.

These transmitters are to take-over transmissions from the two 1,5'kw M$

transmitters at Pugu Road station.

In its expansion programme Radio Tanzania intends putting up three more

medium—wave stations. These will be located as follows:

(a) Dodoma (290 km west of Dar-es—Salaam

and proposed new capital city) 100 kwr SW

(b) Kigoma (1,020 km west of Dar-es-Salaam) 100 kw, MW

(c) llichingwea 100 kw,' Mtf

The above new transmitter stations will have studio facilities and will

serve as programme originating centres. They will ba linked to the studio

centre at Dar-es—Salaatn by P & T microwave link.

It is expected that 80 per cent of the population will be covered when

the new transmitters come into operation as against the present 30 per cent

being covered.

Estimated cost of maintenance and operation

With its present transmission hours of 5*772 hours annually for the

Hational and Commercial Services, and another 2,912 hours annually for the

External Service, it is estimated that it costs Radio Tanzania $US 1,335*600

to operate and maintain its services. The breakdown is as follows:

In $US

Cost of power supplies 728,053

Cost of transmitters spare parts 288,000

Cost of studio spare parts ■ ' : 15,000

Salaries and wages of operational staff 304»500

Total

Workshop facilities and reaction to project

There is a fairly well^-equipped studio maintenance workshop, dimensions

4«3 ra x 4«8 m at the Dar—es—Salaam studio centre for servicing studio equipment

which cannot conveniently be repaired in the studio cubicles.
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The test equipment seen include low voltage power supplies, electronic

multimeters signal generators (both AF and HF) and distoration metres, etc.

Those should prove useful for the low-cost broadcasting project since they were

all fairly new and in good working condition. Unfortunately as the workshop

has been designed nainly for equipment maintenance work and not for fabrication

of studio equipment, such a major work will disrupt operations at the centre.

Radio Tanzania's main interest in the project was the establishment of

rural VKF, FM broadcast stations (the project's mode of transmission) in the

country. The engineers feel that it will "open the door" for more such stations

to eventually take over from medium wave as the Erain mode of national broad

cast transmission. According to the Engineering Directorate, there would be

no difficulty in getting approval from the Government for the project to start

if the United Republic of Tanzania were to be selected as one of the countries

to host the project. On the question of a possible site for the project, the

feeling was that this had to be discusse at governmental level, and that in

any case the location should be within 3050 km from Dar-es-Salaara so that the

programmes could be easily monitored in the capital.
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ZAMBIA

The Zambia Broadcasting Services (ZBS)

Zambia has a population of 5,649,000 and covers an area of 752,614 km2

,-n ^ *!£aTOra«e Zaabia is about 600 m above sea level with few mountains
an the northern part of the country-,, the natural vegetation is T
savanna and the main crops are tobacco *nd peanuts

Infrastrueture

n

T^f^Lrst, andtortho™ If^) «» *« near* transmitter station
underground ca_bles £, thf^Sio c ^ Th f, . '" Para ±S Unked by P * T
the country are linked Ly P & T microwave, transmitter stations in
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Studios

With few ^xc^ptionff, ill programmes for transmission are recorded and the

taped pitgrii-j^a r.sut to iht= appropriate continuity (or transmission) studios

for playbicko The control cubicles of all the five recording studios are

linked :vy cn'-'T^ ■?■'.= ' ;.' ■? v Lrcaioii ntudios and playbacks for transmission are

possible fr-oni ar,.y fiv.e recording studio.

The three Cc,rr/J..:'-i-:--',i.on rvtudioF (dimensions? 5«4 m x 7«3 m) are similarly

equipped^ each TJiths . . ....

One -12-channel mixer;

Two turntables;

Two tape recorders; and

Two audio casrette tape recorders which are used for recording commercial

advertisementss

The other two recording studios are each equipped with;

One fa-cl. znael mixerj

Two turntable"/5and

Two t?.pe recorders

The contin-alty studio is actually a talks studio v?hich is being used as

continuity and it is the adjoining studio cubicle that is used for the announce—

mentso Three of tiiese four continuity studios are allocated to the General

Services the Home Service and the External Service; the fourth is used as a

standby continuity studio to any of the three services. The general, home and

the standby ^radios are equipped withs

One- 3 *' >'-.*■-?&?. --.-vsr;
Three turntables;

One cassette tape recorder (playback only).

The o-:v';-^v*ii c.-.r,v;,ul-.y ^cudj.o iii jimxlarly equipped but without cassette

tape recorder-.'*.

As mentiorsi oarl^-r, taped programmes sent to the continuity studios are

played back by ':he continuity announcer who in addition operates the studio

console? playa records end introduces announces programme changes^

The output." of the continuity studios are fed to the master control room

from where they are routed to the appropriate transmitters*

The master control room staff also monitor the outputs of the two nearby

transmitter- at'ationr, ^t Shorthorn and Twin Palm,
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Transmitters

- The two near Lusaka-based transmitter stations, Shorthorn and Twin Palm,

house -"o-fr-h n^dium and short—wave transmitters. The medium power short-wave

transmitters (50 kw) used for the External Broadcasting Service are located at
Shoi't'r.om while the high power short-wave transmitter (120 kw) located at

Twin Palm io used for the General Services. All the provincial transmitters,

including the five to be commissioned in 198l are nediura wave transmitters.

Location of transmitters and output powers

Location Power output Antenna

Lusaka (Twin Palm, 3 k:.:) 2 of 10 kw, Litf Mast radiator

r.. 100 kw, m " "

50 kw? S!I Quadrants

120 kw, SW

5 kw, VHF, FM Horizontally polarized

antenna

The under-mentioned transmitters in the above stations are either unservice

able or are to be phased out of service due to obsolescences

10 kw, I1W Unserviceable

10 kw, SW ■ . " . .

2 kw, IOT To be phased out
100 kw, SW . 11 .1 ' .. ..

20'kw, SW " "

Lusaka (Shorthorn. 26 kr.i) 2 of 50 kw, SW Quadrants

200 lew, JOT Mast radiator

Kabwe (Central Province) 2 of 2 kw? TW 'T1 antenna
Livingctcria (Sov.thcm

Province) 2 of 1 kw, I.IW

Kitwe (Copperbelt) 2 of 20 kw, MU " "

The under-mentioned transmitter stations are to be commissioned in I98I:

Location : Power output

Kasana (Northern Province) 2 of 10 kw, L-1W . .

Mongu (Western Province) 2 of 10 kw, UW

Chipata (Eastern Province) 2 of 10 kw; fW
Solwezi (Forth-Western Province) 2 of 10 kv;, MW

Mausa (Luapula Province) 2 of 10 kw, MW

With the present transmitters in bperation, about 60 per cent of the

country and 50 per cent of the population are covered by medium-wave transmission;

these percentages arc expected to increase to 75 per cent of the country and

60 per cent of the population when the five new transmitter stations are
commissioned.
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It is estimated that 90 per cent of the country and about 80 per cent of
the population are covered by short-wave transmissions from Lusaka.

ost of maintenance and operation

The ZBS transmits 131.5 hours weekly on each of its two national services
the Home and the General Service with a total transmitter outpower^f 56^
both short and nedium-wave (short-wave 220 kw and medium-wave 347 kw); and 42
hours a week on its External Service with a 50 kw short-wave transmitter.^ '

The estiniated cost to the ZBS for operating and maintaining the three
services works out to about $US 2,198,850. The breakdown is as follows^

In $US '

Cost of power supplies 1,102 654
Cost of transmitter spares 691*?0G
Cost of studio spares en'/vw

Salaries and wages of operational staff 265 000

Future plans

A $US 40 million sound, television and film production complex which will
.lso house me directorates of the Zambia Braodcasting Services, the Zambi.

ifiX i'oSi Se™eS anf th? Z^bia ^ Agency, is expected to be commissioned
™;r! ii ! °omPle^ ^eludes 18 sound broadcasting studios and control
rooms as well as television studios, a TV transmitter hall and antenna system.

A similar radio and television complex (for ZBS only) is expected to be
put up at ,,itwe, m the Copperbelt Province, before the end of I982.

and reaction to project

There are three Eiaintenanee workshops at the Lusaka studio centre. The
lftZXTrn m4n*:?ance ^rkshop is responsible for the day-to^ay maintenance
lL*™ I ^ ^°n equiPment' The st^ff fron.;this workshop work mainly in
the TV studios and control rooms checking the performance of the TV system.

fnr. JrHS^r^r*^ Workahf*»llke "s TV counterpart, is responsible
for the efficient performance of the sound studio equipment. The responsibility
of the staff is, among other things, the alignment of sound production^
equipment like audio tape recorders and ensuring that correct levels and
frequer-c^ response are obtained on all line equipment.

All^equipment that cannot be serviced easily by both the TV maintenance
and souna studio maintenance workshop staff are sent to the general services
workshop, (dimensions, 6 n x 7.5 n) for repairs. This wrkstop'is well equipped
Tht^ll t neC^sar^.|es^ ^trunents and tools for the required repair worS.
The workshop could easily have been suitable for the electronics work of fh*
low-cost iound Broadcasting Project but for the radiations from the 1 kw TV
transmitter and the 5 kw, VHF, Band II transmitter.
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Tools for fabrication work like lathe machine, electric drills and metal
bending machines are available at the two transmitter stations near Lusaka and
not at the studio centre.

The ZBS directorate informed the consultant that the ZI3S would wish to be
considered in the project because it is at present going through the difficult
■task of broadcasting in English and seven local languages (there are more
languages spoken in Zambia) and it would be ideal if rural studio/transmitter
stations are located in the country (with programme feedback to Lusaka) to
broadcast in the languages understood by the people in the areas where they are
located. Although economically, Zanbia depends nostly on mineral resources,
agriculture also plays a vital role in the country's econoirxy and so bringing
such an important means of education to the door steps of the rural dweller will
go a long way towards improving the output from the rural areas to the national
economy as well as raising living standards in the country as a whole.

According to the directorate the district for the implementation of the
project, if Zambia were selected, would be decided at governmental level.
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MALAWI

Malawi Broadcasting Corporation (MBC)

Malawi-, with a population of 5»8l7,OOO and covering an area of 118,484 km2
is surrounded by the United Republic of Tanzania in the north and north eastj

Zambia in the north-west and Ifozambique in the south, south-west and south-east.

The country is about 940 km from its northern en£. to the southern end and
the central region is about 260 km east to west.

Lake Malawi, lying almost along the eastern border of the country is

about 620 km from north to south and 85 km (widest part) east to west; thus
about one-quarter of the country is covered by the lake.

The country averages about 610 m above sea- -level with the surface of

the lake being around 600 ra above sea level (the deepest part is about 152 m
below sea level).

The natural vegetation is tropical savanna; broadleaf deciduous trees,
grass and other herbaceous plant are common.

The economy of the country depends mainly on agriculture and its GtJP is
$US l80. Tea, tobacco, rice, fish and fish products are the main exports
although sugar is fast becoming the country's prime foreign exchange earner,
cotton, maize, millet and grain sorghum are also grown.

Infrastrueture

The headquarters of the Malawi Broadcasting Corporation is at present

housed in a rented four-storey building with a spacious compound, located about
6 km from the centre of Blantyre. The block is adjacent to the office block
of the Malawi Police and from all outward appearances was formerly being used
by or was meant to be part of the Malawi Fblice headquarters in Blantyre.

A number of the offices have been converted to broadcast studios, control

rooms, and a studio maintenance workshop. There are in all three talks studios

and one drama studio, all on the third floor of the building. The master

control room is on the fourth floor and on the concrete roof-top is a bi-directional,

HF receiving antenna used for monitoring the IffiC's short-wave transmissions.
Next to the control room are housed the three 50 watt VHF, EH Band II trans

mitters used as programme links between the control room and the transmitter
stations which are not far from Blantyre.

The MBC transmits its National Service (it has no external service) from
seven transmitter stations; these stations are located at Ngumbe (near Blantyre),

Bangula (80 km from Blantyre), Mangochi (145 km from Blantyre), Hkhota Kota
(320 km), Mzuzu (490 km), Karonga (650 km) and Lilongwe (235 km), the new capital
city.
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Studio facilities exist at the Lilongwe, i'SangocIii and Karonga transmitter

stations. There are also studio facilities at Zomba, about 50 "kra from

Blantyre«

Programme link to Ilgumbe, I'langochi and Bangula transmitter stations are

provided by the studio centre's VHF, FT.i link; Mangochi, in addition, picks

up programmes off air from the Blantyre-based short—wave transmitter station

for rebroadcast| Lilongwe andMzuzu stations are linked to the studio centre

by P "& T microwave while Nkhbta Rota and Karonga stations rebroadcast programmes

picked off air from the short-njave transmitter station at Ngumbe. ..

Studios

Because the IffiJC's studios at the Blantyre studio centre were not originally

designed as such (formerly offices, converted to studios), they are rather

small, especially the control cubicles (dimensions 3 m x 2.4 m) and appear
crowded with equipment. -

- The three talksi studios are similarly equipped with!

One 4~ckannel mixerj
Two tape recorders; and

Two turntables. ■

The drama studio (dimensions 8 m x 4»3 m) is equipped with:

One 8-channel mixer? . ■

Two tape recorders; and

Two turntables

As stated earlier the 1I3C has studios at Zomba, Lilongwe, Mangochi. and

Karonga. Programmes are broadcast, live from the Lilongwe, Zomba and the Mangochi

studios because of the existence of two-way P & T microwave link- between these

stations and the studio centre in Blantyre5 recorded programme materials are

also sent from these three studios as well as froci Karonga to the Blantyre

studios for broadcast. .

The outputs of all the studios, including studios outside Blantyre,

terminate in the control room. From here programmes originating from the studio

centre and live broadcast programmes from outside are routed to the various

transmitters via the programme links; outside broadcasts are similarly connected

to either the transmitter stations for transmission or the studios for recprding.

The control room equipment are, compared to niost of the stations visited,

new and modern; push—button switches with indicator lamps are mostly used for

programmes selection and routing instead of patch cords.

In the absence of extensive P & T microwave link network in the country,

the i©C relies heavily oh the use of VHF, .FL1,broadcast transmissions to be

picIced off air by the transmitter stations within the reception area for

rebroadcast,, Those stations which are outside the VHF, FT* reception area,

and are not linked by P & T microwave, rebroadcast programmes received from

the short—wave transmitter station near Blantyre6
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Out of the seven transmitter stations, three stations, Ngumbe, Bangula

and Mangoohi rebroadcast signals received from VHF, FII transmissions5 Mangochi,

which rebroadcasts signals received from the short-wave transmitter station

when the VHF signals become noisy.

Nkhota Kota and Taronga only broadcast signals received from the short

wave transmissions. Lilongwe and I.feuzu are linked to the studio centre in

Blantyre by P & T microwave.

The output povrer of the VIIF, Fl.* transmitters in use is 50 watts and the

antennas are directional. To improve the quality and reliability of the off

air VIIF signals received at the Bangula and the Mangochi stations, the KBC

plans to increase the power outputs to 300 watts by the installation of new

higher power transmitters at Blantyre, Zomba and Lilongwe,

Use of these higher power VHF, FM transmitters is supposed to be the start

of countrywide VIIF, Fit coverage in T&lawi.

Transmitters

The MBC broadcasts on only one channel and cosimercial advertisement is

carried on this channel., The Corporation has no external service. Both short

and medium* waves are used for this national service. The short waves are

used to cover areas not adequately covered by the relatively better quality

medium—wave transmissions? also the short-wave transmissions are picked up

for rebroadcast by medium-wave transmitter stations which have not yet been

linked to the national studio centre in Blantyre by a reliable programme link.

The location output powers and antenna systems of the transmitter stations

ares

Loc_ation Power output Antenna

31antyre (Ngumbe) 100 kw, Sff Dipole
(Southern Region) 20 kw, SW "

10 kw, 1-iW Mast radiator

1 kw, Iffi " "

Bangula (SO km south of

Blantyre) 1 kw, I,!W
(Southern Region)
Mangochi (145 km north of

Blantyre) 1 kw, Ml/
(Southern Region)

Lilongwe (235 km north

east of Blantyre) 1 kw, LItf

(Central Region)
Nkota Kota (320 km north

of Blantyre) 1 kw, Lft/
(Central Region)

Mzuzu (490 Ian, north of

Blantyre) 1 kw, Iffl
(northern Region}

Karonga (650 km north of Blantyre) 1 lew, 1IW
(northern Region)

it it

11 11
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Under a project named "Expansion of radio broadcasting in Malawi", the

under-mentioned higher power transmitters are being installed in the transmitter

stations named below to take over from the lower power traaaaitterB in use!

Hgumbe 50 kw, i.!W

I.Iangochi 10 kw, 1IW

Lilongwe 5^ kw, Ml!

Lfeuzu 10 kw, j.5W

Xaronga 10 kw, MW

The 50-watts VKF, FM transmitters at the studio centre being used to

provide programme link to transmitter stations give fairly good signals for

reception by owners of VKF, FT'; receivers in and around Blantyre. Wider areas

will be covered when the 300-watts VIIF, FM transmitters are installed as

indicated earlier.

The present medium-wave transmitters cover §0 per cent of the country

and 50 per cent of the population. The short-wave transmitters cover 100 per

cent of the country. It is expected that about 30 per cent of the country

and 70 per cent of the population will be covered when the new transmitters

come into operation.

Estimated cost of maintenance and operation

Based on the IIBC's broadcast of 104 hours a week on only one national

service using a total of 116 kw transmitter output power, it is estimated that th<

cost of operating and maintaining the service is around $US 370,000.

The breakdown is as followss In $US

Cost of power supplies 190,000

11 " transmitter spares 60,000

" " studio " 20,000

Salaries and wages of operational staff 100,000

Total

Workshop facilities and reaction to project

At the time of visit the MBC had just taken delivery of new test instruments

which were ordered together with the Corporation's new transmitters; these

include an LRC bridge, distortion meter, oscilloscope, digital oscillator and
audio generators.

The workshop, measuring 4.6 m x 3 m, is rather too small to accommodate

staff engaged on normal studio equipment repair work and workers engaged on
fabrication work for the project.

The management of the Malawi 3roadcasting Corporation felt that because

of political reasons the Malawi Government might not welcome the idea of having

a rural broadcasting station whose transmissions cannot be easily monitored.

What rather interested the management was the use of VHF, FM as the mode of

transmission by the Low Cost Broadcast Project. The MBC intends using this

mode of transmission eventually for its national broadcast.
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THE SUDAN ;

The Sudan Broadcasting; Services _(S3Sl

2
The Sudan, the largest country in Africa - area 2,505,812 km is bordered

by Egypt to the north, Chad and the Central African Republic to the westp

the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Zaire, Uganda and Kenya to the south; and Ethiopia

and the Red Sea to the east.

The country is mostly desert, and about 80 per cent of its 17,865,000
population live along the valley of the River Nile which traverses, the country

from the south to north. It has a'desert type of climate with tropical and
subtropical steppe to the southern part approaching the borders with Uganda,

Kenya and Ethiopia.

Vegetation is largely or entirely absent in the north-western part of

the country, otherwise broadleaf deciduous plants, shrubform, grow singly or

in patches especialliy-in the;,south,

Sudan's GNP is $320? the preoccupation of' a good percentage of the people

is nomadic herding. Cotton, the main foreign exchange earner, is ^grown in the

south; other crops grown are millet, grain sorghum and sesame seed.

Infrastructure

The Sudan Broadcasting Service's (S3S) studios are housed in the ground

floor of the organization's three-story administration block in Qaduraan, near

Khartoum.

There are altogether 12 studios all of the same dimensions (6 ra x 4.6 m)
but only eight of the 12 studios are equipped for broadcasting. Four of the

eight studios are used as recording -studios and the other four are used for

transmission.

The studio centre is linked to the SBS's six transmitter stations by

satellite and microwave both under the control of the Sudan Telecommunications

Department. The six transmitter stations, one short and medium-wave station

and five medium-wave stations, are located at Omdurman (near the studio centre),
Soba (12 km from Khartoum), Sennar (250 km), Juba (1,160 km), Nyala (920 km)
and Port Sudan (670 km).

The 3BS is *t present broadcasting on only one channel as a result of
loss of a radiating mast antenna at its high power transmitter station at Soba

during a storm.

Unlike all the African broadcasting organizations visited, procurement of

broadcast equipment, their operation and maintenance are the responsibility of

the Sudan Telecommunications Department| the SBS is only responsible for the
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production aspect of broadcasting* This arrangement appears to apply to sound

broadcasting only since the SBS's television studios and transmitters are manned

and maintained by SBS engineers.

Studios

The four recording studios at the studio centre are each equipped with:

One 12-channel mixer?

Four turntables? and

Four tape recorders (desk type)

The above studios, dimensions 6 m x 4«5 r.i» are in fact used as "general

purpose" studios, i.e., for discussions, drama and music.

The four transmission studios are each equipped withi

. One 12-channel mixer; and

Four tape recorders (desk type)

There are no turntables in the transmission studios, gramaphone records

tend to become dusty easily, especially in a country like the Sudan with its
desert type of climatic conditions which when used adversely affect broadcast
programmes. The SBS therefore tries to avoid the use of programmes on disc,

at least for transmission.

The remaining four studios are expected to be equipped for use by the end

of 1981.

Transmitters

The SBS radiates its national programmes on both short and medium-waves

from transmitters located in the following towns;

Location Power output Antenna

Khartoum (Soba, 12 Ian) .2 of 120 kw, Stf Dipole
2, of 50 kw, SM ■'■ Dipcla

2 of 100 kw, im ■■ I*ast radiator

. Omdurman (near Khartoum). ; 50 kw," Mtf

Sennar (250 km south of ...

Khartoum) : * ' 2 of 750 kw, MB "
Juba (1,160 km south of

Khartoum) 2 of 100 kw, \M

Nyala (920 km west of ■ . . .

Khartoum) 50 kw, ITW '

Port Sudan (670 km east of
Khartoum) . , 7 kw, \m

At the time of visit, the SBS was having problems with its transmitters.

Of the six transmitters at the Soba station, only one of the two 120-kw, Stf
transmitters was operational, the 100 kw, MK transmitter was without a radiating
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Sft S"t ™°i P°e dUrin8 " StOrr"- Parts have been re™°ved fro. one of
the two 50 kw, m transmitters to get. the other one working (it was still of

ll\Trm J^**?"" ^ the -""funding area wer= therefore being fed from the
50 kw, Mif transmitter at Omdurman (under normal circumstances a standby^ the
medium™ transmitters at the &>ba station) and the 120 kw short™
Transmitter at Soba0

These problems were attributed to the age of the transmitters (average
age 1U years); spare parts could not be obtained easily to keep then, in operation.

Of the two 750-kw transmitters at the Sennar station, one has never been
on the air since installation, and parts had to be removed from it in order"o

The SBS did not appear satisfied with the maintenance services beina
ITZ^tt 7 the.T°l°«»»»-»ni°»tion. Department. There were times when breakdowns
were not communicated early enough and at times the quality of the transmitted
programs was so poor that it was suspected that correct program cables were
not bexng used to Ixnk the transmitter stations. The SBS had made and is ZklL
toTkf:: *°t*he »t5oritie8 ~noe«od to get its own engineers and teenn'iant
yo t.ke over tne maintenance and operation of its studios and transmitters, as
is being done with its television service. ansnutrers, as

cent nf^f ^f. *** ^ -nedium-uave transmissions covered about 50 per
W 2Lt^P£ S? aU "S *™"»«ters were functioning normally,
but under the above prevailing conditions it was covering between 10 to 15
per cent* ~*

* 4-JhS 12?'*'rff short ^Ve transmissions from Soba cover about 90 per cent
of the population. l

Estimatgd_cost of maintenance and operation

m-n -A°Ccrf^ tO the S3?*ii; ^YS the Teleconrniunications Department about 3.5
o^L ^1?°^ ($US 4°375 mlUiOn) annUa11^ f^ the n.aintenance andoperation (including salaries and wages of Telecommunications Department
engineers and technicians attached to the S3S) of its installations and equipment

" " ^^ ^ ab°Ut $US 3-34 million of this

(1) Cost of power supplies 2,221,400
(inostly at transmitter stations)

(?.) Transmitter spare parts qjzo o^n
{ Studj.o spare oarts or.'

c i ■ , ■ 30tooo
Salaries ana wages of telecomnunications
engineers and technicians attached to the SBS 220 500
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The above figure is based on all studios and transmitter stations equipment

functioning normally and transmitting 6,570 hours e. year.

Future plans

The directorate of the Sudan Broadcasting Services (also that of the

Telecommunications Department) plans phasing out the high-power short and medium-

wave transmitters with low power (not more than 1 kw) transmitters in 14
different locations in the country since the near-urban based high—power trans

mitters have not proved effective in covering the country's present population

of nearly 18 million concentrated within feu towns and villages in specific

areas of the country.

Apart from the difficulties which are being experienced from the operation

of the present transmitters, it had been observed that a good percentage of

their power, when they functioned normally, was wasted on uninhabited desert

areas in the country.*

During the planned period, the Telecommunications Department will provide

programme link from the studio centre in Ondurman to the 14 towns earmarked

for the project. Consideration is also being given to the use of 390/500—

watts VHF, FM transmitters as the low—power transroitters to be used in this new

project.

Workshop facilities ano,_ reaction^ to the project

There is a small workshop (4.2 m x 3 ra) attached to the S3S studio centre

where the staff of the Telecommunications Departrvient service faulty studio

equipmentc The required test instruments are brought in daily for the service

or repair work and returned at the close of each day.

There is no properly equipped workshop at the broadcasting house where

the "Low-Cost Broadcasting Project's" fabrication work can be undertaken.

The S3S considers the "Low-Cost Broadcasting Project" similar to their

new project described above, the main difference being that the SBS is not

thinking of studio facilities attached to the lou-power YKF, FtH transmitter

stations now. According to the directorate, this is due to cost since the

budget for 14 studios in addition to the transmitters would be too high. The

directorate would be pleased if the "Low-Cost Broadcasting Project" would

start in the Sudan since it falls in line with their oun decentralization project.

According to them, most of 14 places chosen for their project are rural areas

and any of them could be the location for the Low-Cost Sound Broadcasting

Pro iect.
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CONCLUSION

Almost all the transmitters in use for national service by the countries

visited are high-power medium—wave transmitters with coverage areas of the order

of 100 km radius for daytime reception. These transmitters are generally

located in urban areas and, in most cases, the rural areas rely on nighttime

tropospheric propagation for reception (this is particularly so in geographically
large countries like Nigeria and the United Republic of Cameroon),

From discussions with the managements concerned, some of the reasons

given for the apparent neglect of the rural areas are poor access roads to

these areas and non-existence of amenities such as central electricity supply

and easily available supply of water to enable any meaningful construction

work to be undertaken.

In an effort to reach, these rural areas by radio, most of the broadcasting

organizations use short waves in addition to their medium—wave transmitters

for the national service and others are, or are planning to, increase the

output powers of their medium-jwave transmitters to achieve full national coverage.

The quality of short—wave reception, as compared with medium wave is poor|

and without the use of expensive receivers the content of the short-wave

broadcasts tend to be unintelligible. Strong clear signals similar to those

obtained in most urban areas is what is generally required to provide effective

communication.

Increasing output power of transmitters does not fully solve the problem

either, because there is a limit above which the law of diminishing returns

in coverage areas sets in.

All the broadcast organizations visited are faced with the problem of

having to broadcast in several local languages in order to reach all sectors

of their multilingual communities especially those in the rural areas.

Consequently with their present studio/transmitter set-up close to the capital

cities, except Nigeria and to some extent the United Republic of Cameroon which

operate semi—autonomous "regional broadcast stations", one out of a possible

two national transmissions, usually called the home service, is devoted to

broadcasts in a few of these languages, usually the ones understood by the

majority of the population. The daily programmes on this service are translations

into the various languages of English or French languages news bulletins and

other topical national events and direct productions of periodical cultural;and

educational programmes in one of the national languages. This service is

meant primarily for the rural areas, but because of the weak broadcast signals

in these areas, the main purpose of the programme is often lost.

In an effort to solve this problem, Nigeria and the United Republic of

Cameroon have introduced semi-autonomous regional or state broadcast stations

where each region or state has its own studios and transmitter complex with

its own administrative, technical and programme staff. The programmes from

these stations are mainly on the activities of their respective regions or states,

and the medium of broadcast is the local language or languages spoken in the

region or the states in this way, broadcasting in several languages from one
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studio centre on one network or service is reduced to two or three languages

over transmitters located in the target areas and adequate signal strengths
are achieved in these areas.

Even with this marked improvement in the coverage of their rural areas,

both the United Republic of Cameroon and Nigeria feel there is still more, to
be done in getting closer still to the rural dweller. To this end, the

Radiodiffusion du Cameroun is using a "mobile station" - a vehicle equipped
with studio equipment and a low-power transmitter - which travels from one

remote area to another to cover activities and to broadcast locally produced

programmes in the areas. The 19 "state radios" of Nigeria, unlike the United

Republic of Cameroon are required by law to confine their radio broadcasts
(medium wave) within the states, choice of sites for the stations are therefore
limited with the result that some states are finding it difficult to extend

their present service. To overcome this, some of these states are using on

experimental basis VEF, Flvl broadcast, which has the advantage of easily having

its transmissions directed to wanted locations? however another problem here
is the lack of VHF, FM radios in the states to receive the programme.

VHF, FM broadcast is gaining popularity with the majority of the broadcast
organizations visited in spite of the fact that VHF, FM receivers are not

easily found in the shops. The Ghana Broadcasting Corporation is installing

two 5 kw, VHF, FM stations in the upper region of the country; the Federal.
Radio Corporation of Nigeria is broadcasting stereo in the Lagos zone with
20 kw VKF, FM transmitter; the Radiodiffusion du Caneroun has already passed
the experimental stage with a 50 watt VHF, FLI transmitter at Yaounde and a 60

watt VHF, FM transmitter at Douala; the Voice of Kenya will soon start work

on the installation of three 10 kw VHF, FM transmitters, one near Nairobi,
another at Kisurau and the third about 90 km north of Nairobi; the Zambia

Broadcasting Service is transmitting on VHF, Fli Kith a 5 kw transmitter in

Lusaka area; the Malawi Broadcasting Corporation has taken delivery of four 300
watt transmitters which it intends to use both as experimental VHF, FT/I

broadcast service and a studio-transnitter programme link. With the near

collapse of its tLgh-power mediuin-wave transmitters, due mainly to difficulties
in obtaining spare parts coupled with operational costs, the Sudan Broadcasting
Service is planning to install low-power (300/1000 watts) VHF, FM transmitters

in the main towns and cities to eventually replace the operationally costly
short-wave and medium-wave transmitters used for national broadcast.

The high cost of keeping the existing broadcast equipment running - especially
the transmitters - is a major concern to all the African broadcasting organiza

tion Tisited* The main contributions to these high running costs are power
supplies which have been affected by the recent increases in the cost of petroleum
(in this case diesel fuel) and the ever-increasing cost of spare parts. i.'Iuch
of the equipment for which the op*res are required is becoming obsolete, so

special orders have to be pieced with suppliers nranths in advance before they
can be obtained, and at prices at times more than double what they normally
would have cost.

All the organizations visited are State-owned, and the complaints are that
the annual subvention provided by the State administration does not usually reflect
these price increases; yet the programme outputs are expected to be normal or ■
even iniproved upon. l
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Considering the above, points and observations! the conclusion arrived

at is that those African countries that' have experimented with and are now

seriously planning the use of VHF, FM transmission for nationwide broadcast

have taken a step in the right direction. Apart from better programme quality

that can be obtained from VHF, FM,. this mode of transmission requires much

less transmitter' output power to. cover the same area as medium waveP Again the

efficiency of a VHF, FM transmitter is higher (50 per cent) than that of its

medium—wave counterpart (34 per cent) which means less power consumption.for

the VHF, FM transmitter.. '

The main disadvantages of VHF transmission as compared with medium -wave

is that its propagation is by "line of sight". Therefore nearby hills and;

mountains'form obstacles in the,path of propagation thereby "shielding" would-

be reception areas from the transmissions. Medium wave, which; relies on

ground waves for its propagation, dbesnot suffer from this defect, a defect

which has be^en overcome, by the use of VfrF, FM transmitters.

One point currently being made against the use of VHF, FM broadcast; in

African countries is that the cost of its radio receiver is too high for the

rural dweller. But it is the feeling of a number of African broadcasters that

this point is being exaggerated.

Effective rural broadcasting

Mention has been made of the various methods used by organizations- to get

their broadcasts to the rural areas more efficiently? the main difficulty

appears to be the language in which to communicate effectively to the rural

dweller* In some cases the broadcast organizations have to consider as many

as over 80 different languages (with dialects) spoken in all parts of the

country to decide which ones to put on the air ac the main ones,' often the

decision becomes political.

The "mobile station'' operated by the Radiodiffusion du Cameroun offers

a partial solution to this problem but how frequently does the "mobile station"

visit a particular rural area? The villagers in the area would be definitely

pleased to see the van, would stop all activities and gather round it looking

at it as something more of curiosity than serious source of information, until

its mission is over and then would go away expecting it would not be long before

it called again.

A more lasting solution is a permanent low-cost station in the area using,

to a great extent, locally fabricated studio equipment with a low power trans

mitter (VHF, FM because of its low power consumption).

The advantage of the locally fabricated equipment is that it makes it

easier to extend the project to other rural areas at minimum cost in foreign

exchange. This locally fabricated equipment may not be as sophisticated

as the more expensive and factory produced one but should at least perform the

job for which it is designed.
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The studio buildings, and equipment do not also require the sam- sophis-
tication as those in the urban areas - in fact they trill look out of place if
they do. Furthermore because of the rural nature of the areas very negligible
accoustic treatment of studios trill be required. 0n~ main problem here may b.
electricity power supply but with a transactor having an output power ox
between 100-300 uatto and the type of studio described above, not more than
1,500 watts will be required for th . whole station raid serious investigation
should be conducted into the use of solar en-rgy to power such ?. station.
In the n antir.^ 2 or 3 KVA di-sel gen rator should adequately hancle the power

needs of the station in the abssnee of :aain electricity supply.

Host country

Based on the technical facilities available in the organizations visited
and also considering th - case in purchasing son electronic conponents on the
local nark-ts to noke for smooth fabrication work, son- countn -o in order
of preference are"being ivconm^nded in a separate note to Host the fabrication
of the equipment for the "Low Cost Sound Broadcasting System nooal station.
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Terms of Reference for a Field St,trfy

of a Lo^cost ^^^Bro^^sti^^^e^forLR^al^^i^tin Africa

I» Objective .

The purpose of thj study is to promote social and technological change

by facilitating the extension of sound broadcasting coverage areas and

improvement of mass communications i.i African countries through the use of

lt sound broadcasting systems. To this end the study shall*

(i) provide an analysis of major sound broadcasting systems currently
in use in countries to be covered by the field missions

(ii) provide an analysis the coverage areas in terras of the national

geographical areas and population achieved, by the existing

systems and the related costs in capital and operational terms;
and

(iii) determine the feasibility of and proffer a model of low-cost system

as an alternative to the traditional large-scale technologically

advanced systems currently in use..

H« Scope of consulting services

A. General

The study shall cover twelve countries of the African Region (to be selected

with due regard to estimated needs and geographic considerations).

The consultant shall undertake all nooeasary and related studies, field

investigations and related work that may be required to attain th, objectives

indicated in section I above. In the conduct of this work, the consultant

shall co-operate fully with govern, ,nts/national broadcasting institutions

whxch will provide information and services as outlined in section III below;

he shall be solely responsible for the analysis and interpretation of all

information received and for the recommendation received in his report.

B. The study

(i) The consultant shall review and analyse!

(a) the technology of existing sound broadcasting systems!

(b) the availability of programme production facilities and
their availability to rural communities;
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(c) the coverage of transmission and other broadcast programme

dissemination facilities in relation to the geographic

distribution of the rural ccmmuniti.es- within each" country. ,;

concerned; and

(d) the operational qoc'zs and maintenance skills required to keep

the system for rural community coverage;

(e) the feasibility of establishing workshop/laboratories

equipped with low-cost tools and instruments within each

national broadcasting institution studied, for fabricating

: components of such low-cost system*

(ii) The consultant shall3 in the light of the above, providet

(a) a practical working model and financial details of the low-

cost system that may be recommended;

(b) technical and cost details z:nd drawings for a workshop/

laboratory for fabricating the recommended model;

,(c) recommendations on the selection of a national broadcasting

organization with the capability for a ons-off fabrication

of components cf the model that may be required to be ,v-

fabricated;

(d) recommendations for the field testing of the model system.

(iii) The consultant shall be requireds

:-."' , to supervise the assembly of the complete model system and

.-..;..- -.-■■■ supervise the field testing of sam^ over a period to be

-'■-. stipulated*:

C# Reports and ."tiro,

The consultant shall commence field vorfc within, thirty calendar days of

reporting for duty at the ECA Secretariat headquarters, Addis Ababa? and shall

submit the following reports within the time periods indicated:

(a) draft final report of the field study uithin six calendar months

of the effective date of contract?
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(b) draft final report on the fabrication and field testing of th3

loi-j-cost model broadcasting system within twelve calendar months

of the effective date of contract.

The reports shall contain a concise summary of all rel3vant findings and

recommendations; estimates of costs and benefits and maps wherever necessary*

The draft final reports shall be carefully edited and complete.

III. Data and facilities to be provided by national institutions/countrias

A» Technical data

The national organizations responsible for broadcasting will, on behalf

of th: governments of the countries selected, provide the consultant with all

available information on thsir sound broadcasting activities and development

plans*

B« Co—operation of government agencies

For work that requires the co-operation of other government agencies, the

countries concerned will provide a liaison officer who will ensure that the

consultant has access to all information required for the completion of tho

study.

Om Facilities

IJherever necessary the relevant national institution of the participating

countries will acsist th^ consultant in the performance of his service* to find

the following facilities;

(a) office cpace, furniture, ^quipm-nt and office supplies

(b) local transportation

(c) hotel and other accommodation.




